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Abstract
Sustainability of Land Use for Future Intensive Hog Operations in the Central
Region of Manitoba examines the three aspects of sustainability, namely environmental,
economic, and social, as they relate to land use for the proposed expansion of the hog
industry in Manitoba . Proposed growth of the hog industry can conflict with ex-urban
residents, therefore land use in the Central Region must be thoroughly reviewed to
resolve this potential problem. The literature on the subject is compared to views of
rural councils (there are 24 in the Central Region) based on a largely self-administered
survey conducted in June and July 1999. Cornparison in the literature with views of

rural councils in the Central Region will provide insight into how the hog industry might
develop in this Region.
Survey results seem to indicate that while rural councils are non-committal in
establishing their views on environmental sustainability, they have some difficulty with
economic and social aspects. This is somewhat contrary to the literature, which argues
for environmental and econornic sustainability, but indicates a lack of social
sustainability research.
Conclusions state that environmental sustainability is possible with adequate legislative
enforcement, but that time m u t be spent in ongoing evaluation of social and economic
issues particular to the Central Region as the proposed expansion of the hog industry
takes place. The findings in this thesis could be of interest to local and provincial
governments, and will hopefully lead to M e r research into the social and economic
issues that are important to the Central Region.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

1.0 Purpose of the Thesis- The purpose of this thesis is to establish the land use

sustainability of the intensive hog faming industry in the Central Region of Manitoba.
An examination of the litenture on hog f m i n g sustainability in an environmental,

economic, and social sense is combined with a hog operations survey of local
govemment in the region. As local govenunent in Manitoba makes land use decisions,
theu view of sustainability is highly relevant in deteminhg how or if the hog industry

will progress. Recommendations for irnplementation strategies for the hog industry in

the region are proposed. Conclusions are then drawn as to the sustainability of Land Use
for hiturr Hop Opmdtioris in the Region

1.1 Intensive Hog Operations Within Sustainable Agriculture

There are many changes o c c ~ ing society today, such as technological advances,
demogaphic shifls (rural to urban among othen), and more competitive business
practices, al1 of which are havhg a profound eEect on agriculture. Many, even most, of

the Municipalities in the Central Region rely heavily on agriculture as an important factor

in the future, and have begun to feel the impact these changes are having. It is no longer
sustainable for the f m e r to harvest a single crop, feed some to his few animals, and
bring the r a t to market. Hog operations have, to an extent, corne about as farmea react
to the need to diversi@ a business that has been forced to become far more efficient than
it has ever been before. The changes mentioned above will force fmers and niral

elected oficials to rethink how agricultural practices fit into a sustainable future not just
for the benefit of agriculture itself, but also for the benefit of a nual way of life.
Sustainable agiculture then does not mean agriculture 'without change'. Rather, it
means adapting to, and perhaps even predicting upcoming change, and reacting

accordingly. This philosophy of adaptation is reflected somewhat in the Manitoba
Agiculture definition that follows.
A number of definitions of sustainability were encountered in the literature, however this

definition best applied to agriculture, and is perhaps most instructive to examine. The
provincial govemment view is very important, as it is this level of govemment that is
responsible for the regulatory conditions to encourage sustainability in this province.
Surtuinable Agriculture refes to fanning practices that meet three
essentid needr of society: I ) creation of a healthy environment,
2) production ofan ever-increasingfood supply. and 3) an economicaiiy
viablefarming induîtry. Planitoba Agriculture, undated)

Although the term 'ever-increasing' does not necessarily equate to sustainability, and

healthy environrnents are not so much created as facilitated, this is hopefully only a
problem of semantics. In any event, the shortcomings of this definition will not be

M e r considered, since more importantly the definition does demonstrate that
agriculture is very much at the core of the sustainable development smtegy developed by

the province. The relationship of the three aspects of sustainability to sustainable
development is portrayed in figure 1. I :

Figure 1.1 Overlapping Aspects of Sustainability (Manitoba Agriculture, undated)

Defining a sustainable strategy for agriculture therefore has direct implications for the
hog industry. Raising of hogs takes place on agricultural land, they consume agricultural
products, their waste is spread on agricultural land, and agricultural practices are utilized.
Defining a sustainable strategy for agriculture therefore has direct implications for the
hog industry.

1.2 Intensification and Impacts

Hog farming is of course not new in Manitoba. What is new is the significant reduction
in the number of family f m i n g operations in favour of more intensive production of
hogs in confinement For example in Alberta, hog farms have been reduced from 26,000
in 1971 to 3,000 today (Serecon, June 1998, p. 1). For Canada as a whole, hog f w s
have decreased in number from 36,472 in 1986 to 2 1,105 in 1996 whi1e the number of

animals per farm increased from 268 per f m to 523 in the same period (Chenard et al,

April1998, p. 1). There are a nurnber of'reasons why such intensification has taken place
in Canada, not the least of which is the elimination, in 1995, of the Western Grain

Transportation Act (also known as the Crow subsidy) by the Federal Government. The
removd of this subsidy has made shipment of grain less econornically viable. The cost to
ship grain from this province has increased by a factor of over 250% as a result of the
elimination of the Crow subsidy (Martin et al, 1998, p. 11). Trade agreements entered
into by Canada, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have very much reduced the
govement's ability to continue these subsidies without fear of trade repnsals, thereby
encouraging local use of the grah as feed for livestock. These same trade agreements
have, on the other hand, opened up markets for Canadian Pork, especially in the U.S.and
Far East. Other factors include dramatic advances in technology in the field of Coofined
Animal Feeding Operations (ChFOj. The shift in scale of operations, coupled with a
marked increase in ex-urban development (this is particularly tme in m l areas
surroundhg Winnipeg) has given rise to new land use and environmental conflicts.
High-density hog f m s create the potential of concentrated, point sources of soil, water,
and air pollution. Coupled with the move of city dwellea to the country, the impact of

hog f a d g is being felt like never before.

-

The Industry Briefly, the hog industry comprises two primary elements, these are:
Production, and
Processing.
Production is the raising, feeding, waste-disposai, and delivery to a processing facility of
hogs. Processing is the slaughter, packaging, and delivery of hogs to a market. In

ment years, the hog production industry has undergone signincant change, in that family
operated f a m with a few animais have made way for much larger and intensive

facilities, with thousands of animals. Similar inc~asesin s d e have occurred in hog
processing, where there has been a trend towards plants capable of processing many
millions of animais in a year. The move to more value àriven approaches in production
and processing will have significant impact on both the industry and the nird and ruban

Wnge landscape.

-

Area of study The Central Region comprises 24 Rural Municipaüties (RMs) over a

roughly 19.000 square kilometre area southwest of Winnipeg (See figure 12).

Figure 1.2 The Central Agnculniral Region - oulüned (Manitoba Rural Devtlopmcat, 1997)

The Central Region is one of the four agricultural regions in the province, and was
chosen as being representative due to the degree of existing intensive hog operations, as
well as there being a likelihood for expansion of the industry in the area. This Region is

generally typical o f the southern portion o f the province in geography, settlement
patterns, soi1 conditions, climate, and availability of water.

CHAPTER TWO

Research Obiectives

2.0 Introduction to Research Objectives

Before be-g

a literature review, a survey,or any other investigation into the subject of

s . s t t a b i l k j of luid use for future h t r ü x hog opentions iri the C e n d Region of

Manitoba, the objectives of the research m u t be clearly understood. An understanding of the
range of problems in hog operations reveals many areas that can be snidied, while caveats to

research indicate areas that will not be studied. The research question to be addressed in the
thesis dictated what kind of research was undertaken, having taken problems and caveats into

account. This chapta identifies the problems faced by the hog industry, caveats to research
that ensure a manageable subject are%leadhg to the research question, which is the basis for

inquiry in this thesis.

2.1 ProbIems

The hog production industry in Manitoba is expected to increase from c m t numbers of
approximately four million animak to eight or nine million in the next five to seven years.
Agriculture Manitoba estimates suggest that as a result of this expansion of hog production,
most or even aü Rural Mimicipalities with sufncient arable land will face requests for hog
barn development (McGill, 1999,p. 2). The projeaed growth in the provinces' hog indusûy
represents both the challenge and the necessity of taking action to ensure this growth is
achieved in a sustainable mmer. Although Iocd councils in the Centd Region arguably are
not equipped to deai eEectively with the increase in applications for hog barn development,

they nevertheless represent the approval authority for these developments and therefore are

very important to the future of the hog indutry. A study of the relation between local
councils, the hog production industry, in a context of sustainability would be valuable in
determining how the hog industry might develop in the next few years.

The centrai problem of this thesis then is to determine the view of local municipal councils in
the Central Region regarding hog operations, and ascertain how that view compares with the
Literature on the çustainability of hog operations. Sub problems linked to this involve the three

aspects of sustauiability. These aspects are:

Environmental - how hog operations impact on the lana water, and air.
Social - how hog operations impact neighbours, and
Economic - how hog operations impact local and regionai economic development.
Current Provincial Govemment policy supports the ecommics of the industry, however less
weli undentood are the environmental, and particularly social impacts, and how local
govemrnents (the land use decision makers) will ensure responsible land use.

2.2 Caveats
Although the two elements of the hog industry, namely production and processing, are
inextricably linked, the sustainability issues they raise are sufficiently different to warrant
individual snidy. In addition, the land use issues surroundiag hog production are

arguably more compelling, and far reaching for the land use p lanner than those issues
pertaining to processing. For these reasons the production function in the hog industry
will be examined in this thesis, with the sustainability of processing recommended as a
subject for further study.

Also, the thesis will not focus on the entire province, however the Rural Municipalities of
the Central Region can be considered as representative of the hog industry for reasons
previously discussed. This also simplifies the conduct of a s w e y and
compilation/analysis of s w e y data. Inevitably, the value of statistical data is reduced
with this srnall sample size, therefore a more complete samplin; of the entue province is

also recommended for further study.
As this thesis is intended to address fbture sustainability issues, the s w e y outlined for
Chapter 6 will not involve current or established pmducen. It is not the objective of this
thesis to attempt to change what has already happened (i.e. many hog barns are currently

in operation), but to assess the sustainability of the industry prior to the anticipated
increase in hog population. FinalIy, the survey is proposed for only local govements,

as it is Ievel of government that ~ i lultimately
l
decide whether hog f d g is sustainable
or not by approving or rejecting applications for hog barn development. While the
provincial officiais obviously have a stake in this matter, they are not included in the
survey since for the most part land use decisions are not made at provincial level.

2.3 Research Question
A thorough knowledge of the considered and rational thought provided on the subject by
environmentalists, social scientists, and economists is very important in comprehending
the issue of growth in the hog industry. Sustainability of land use will not be measuled
by the mass of literature on the subject however, but by the decisions and actions of
people. Specifically, decisions and subsequent action in the Centrai Region of Manitoba
will be taken by rural councils as a result of applications for hog f m development. In

determining the sustainability of hog operations in the Central Region of Manitoba, it

becomes necessary to relate academic thought to the will of elected officiais on niral
councils in the Region. The research question following &om this relationship is:
"How does local govemment in the Central Agricultural Region of
Manitoba view the sustainability of land use for hog barn development,
and how does this view compare with findings in the literature. "

Related but secondary areas of inquiry, such as the potential for G.I.S. to inforni siting
decisions, may be discussed, however the above question will rernain the pnmary focus

of this wotk.

CHAPTER THREE
The HOPProduction Industrv in Manitoba

3.0 An overview for Manitoba and the Central Region

This chapter begins by relating the context within which the hog industry exists. Basics of
the nutriect cycle xe then discossed, aven that m m u e has been cdkd 3 oduzb!e potentill

resource opportunity, as opposed to a liability that requires disposal. Stakeholders in this
issue are then generally examined, with their direct or indirect environmental, economic,
and social concems considered. Discussion of curent govemment direction, and existing
legislation in this province is followed by a examination of particular resource conditions in
the Central Region.

3.1 Context for Industry Growth
A nunber of contextual issues exist. Critically important is the fact that the hog

population in the province is expected to grow by over 200% from roughly four million to

nine million animals by the year 2005. Although the land base to support this increase is
reported to exist (McGill, 1999, p. 3), the potential for environmental and social impact
remains high. The issue of water availability may also present problems to the industry
over the next few yean.
The general public perception of hog f a m s is poor, due to three important factors:

Odour problems,
Concem about environmentai degradation, and
Lack of knowledge of the hog industry.

Rapid growth in hog production operations may well wonen public perception unless
effective mitigating action is taken. The situation is complicated by the increase in
residential (ex-urban) development in many nual areas of the province. These more recent
nual residents do not mLu well with hog fanns and their by-products.

F m Practice Guidelines for Hog Producers in Manitoba, written by the Provincial
Department of Agriculture, establish for proponents and local govemment, the
characteristics of a 'normal' hog operation. Provincial regulaton consult these guidelines

to determine environmental and nuisance cornpliance standards for new and existing hog
barns.
The Association of Manitoba Municipalities, urged in its 1998 annual report that more
municipalities enact :
"...planningpoiicies and zoning by-laws to ensure that proper procedures
are used when approving or rejecting operations. " (AMM, 1998,p. 12)

Department of Rurai Development Manitoba estimates' indicate that almost one half of the
Manitoba's 117 RiMs, and two local govemment districts, do not have planning guidelines
that would permit them to adequately assess an application for a Coniined Animal Feeding
Operation (CAFO).The survey portion of this thesis identifies those RMs in the Central
Region that have adopted guidelines, or specific by-laws, and to what extent guidelines or
by-laws are both relevant and undentood.

3.2 Stakeholders
Land Use Planning cm be defined as an attempt at resolution of land use confücts in a
rnulti-stakeholder environment. Stakeholders are individuais or groups with a direct or
L

Conversationwith Ed Sawatzky, Manitoba Rurd Development, Nov 98

indirect interest in any or d l of the economic, social, and envuonmental impacts of the
hog production industry. As there are many industry impacts, likewise there are many
stakeholders. Without meaning to ignore potential groups or individuals, the principal
stakeholders, namely producen, govement, processon, and the community, are
described in fiirther detail as follows:

-

1) Hog Producers Hog producen must be included, as al1 three aspects of sustainability

directly efTect hem, although econornics is seen as forernost, as this is their source of
incorne. To argue that the socid and environmental aspects are not important to
producers, would not necessarîly be a reasonable position. As producen often live in
proximity to the hog b a s , any deleterious environmental effects would probably impact
hem equally or even more than their neighbours. Also, as members of the community
they are not likely to upset or provoke other members of their comrnunity unnecessarily.
Difficulties majr &se, however, when hog barns are opented by large corporations, as is
the case in many US.States. These corporations have been accused of being more
interested in profit than in environmental preservation and social responsibility
(Hendenon, 1998, p.6). Large-scale corporate operation of hog bms has not yet
occurred to a great extent here in Manitoba, but this phenomenon should be closely
monitored.

-

n) Government B o t . local and provincial govemments are stakeholdes, in that local

goverment approves the land use for hog barns, and provincial govemment enables and
enforces the environmental and agricultural statutes that regulate the industry. Some
problems with this dud responsibility will be discussed later.

-

m) Processon Hog processors are also stakeholders, particularly in an economic

sense, since they require the product that the hog indusû-y produces. This requirement for
product is important in al1 agicultural regions of Manitoba in light of the recently
completed Maple Leaf Hog Processing Plant in Brandon. An increase in provincial hog
production has de facto been made necessary in order that the large capacity of this plant
be Fully utilized. The economic imperative of achieving the plant's full potential will
play an important role in the proposed gmrowth of the hog production industry in this
promce.

-

IV)The Community The final group of stakeholders to be considered here, are citizens
at large, particularly those who live in relatively close proximity to a hog operation.
Many citizens can be impacted by the economics of hog production, if for example taxes

are lowered by a successfil, tax contributing industry. However, those who live close io
a hog barn are clearly most impacted in a social and environmental sense. These
'neighbours' are impacted in an economic respect quite differently than those who profit
korn the industry, but do not live near it. The perceived risk of reduced property values
is probably of most concern for neighbours of hog operations. Environmental, economic,
and socio-political concerns of the general comrnunity with regard to large livestock
bams have been identified, and are shown in figure 3.1 (Caldwell, 1999). An increase in
the number of hog barns, coupled with continued ex-urban growth, will increase the
number of these 'affected' neighbours, thereby accentuating the sensitive nature of this
issue.
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Figure 3.1 Large Livestock Barns, Community Issues and Municipal Response (Caldwell, 1999, p.4).

3.3 Trends and Current Government Direction
There are at least six important trends that are adding to the land use controversy
surroundhg hog production in Manitoba. These are:
Provincial Govemment desire that the industry grow,
Relative inexperience O t many local councils in dealing with this industry,
Increase in ex-urban growth,
Intensification of hog production,
Favourable market conditions,
Improved technology in farming.

The provincial government has made it clear that it expects the hog industry to play a

major role in the econornic development of Manitoba The elhination of the grain
transportation subsidy, a general decline in the agricultural sector due to low commodity
pnces, and the need to create jobs in rural areas has likely given nse to this provincial
outlook.
With the approval of what ultimately will be a three million hogs per year processing

plant in Brandon, the province has positioned itself for parailel gains in the production of
hogs. For this reason the influence of the province will be felt by rural municipalities as
they weigh the pros and cons of land use for hog barns.
While it is dificult to deny the agriculturai sector the chance to exploit this growth
opportunity, there are two factors at the local level that may give pause to unfettered
expansion.
Inexperience of many m l councils in dealing with highly contentious and emotional
issues, and the mechanics of this technologically advanced agricultural process.
Increase in ex-urban residential development. While this is particularly true in the
Capital Region surrounding Winnipeg, it is also the case in many urbanized areas in
the rural municipalities of the Centrai Agrïcultural Region.
While these two factors are not directly related, each increases the pressure on local
govemment to make the 'right' decision, although what council considers to be the 'right'
decision is rarely the 'best' decision for al1 concemed. This polarized concept of a right
and a wrong decision, or a best and a worst outcome, is what makes this, as with most
emotionai debates, a difficult issue for local government.

As with many facets of modem life, technology has had a profound effect on ag-riculture,
and particularly hog f m i n g . Technological development in hog operations has led to a
phenomenon known as intensification, which allows a greater number of hogs to be
raised in a smaller area, with less workers, than was previously possible. While reducing
costs to raise hogs (impacting the economic sustainability of hog farming), environmental
and social factors have become increasingly of concem. hstead of a disperse4 %ee

range' type of operation, hogs are increasingly being raised in climate controlled barns.
The result is a f a more concentrated, or point source of environmental (frorn marne)

and social (from odour and associated vehicle tranic) pollution.
Simila. to other resource-based industries, the hog market is subject to the cyclical gains

and losses of the national and even global economy. Following a dramatic downturn in
the global demand (especially the Asian market), the prospects for Manitoba pork have
risen considerably, and are expected to remain good for years to corne. Although the
economics of the industry is considered in more detail in Chapter 3, it is sufficient at this

point to note the high current and projected demand for Manitoba pork will ensure that
any land use pressures exerted by hog operations will continue for the foreseeable future.

3.4 Soi1 and Water Requirements
Appropriate cropland, both for spreading rnanure fertilizer and possibly for containing
manure in earthen storage, is essential for the efficient operation of a hog fami. In
addition, an adequate supply of clean, affordable water is required for drinking and

maintenance purposes. These are the two primary land requirements for siting a hog
operation Impact (especially environmental) of hog production on land and water

resources is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The availability of land having adequate soi1
types, and the availability of water of sufficient quantity, quality, and cost eficiency to
support a hog operation, will be addressed next.

3.41 Soi1 Structure of the Central Agriculhral Region

There are two important requirements of the soil to support an intensive hog operation,
those being suitability for spreading, and storage of manure. Most important of these
is the need for cropland to support the application of manure. This requirernent is tied to
water supply, as the soil must be able to take up the nutrients in manure,without those
nutrients leaching into groundwater. In addition to the land being arable, the topsoil must
be sufficiently separated nom the water table (usually by distance, but also by soil type)
such that the threat of contamination is rninimized. Types of soil generally found on the
Manitoba prairie ranges fiom sand deposits to loams to hard pack clay, and various
combinations in between as shown in figure 3.2. Sandy soils provide the easiest path for
surface water to enter the groundwater (mainly through the infiltration of ninoff), while
clays provide the most difficult path. A good location for application of manure would
then combine the necessity of arable land, with a groundwater table relatively
inaccessible to manure nutrients. As can be seen nom the fiom the soil landscape map
for Manitoba Figure 3.2) referred to previously, the Central Agricultural Region on the
whole contains a good base of arable land, composed largely of clay and clayAoam soils
with a generally deep water table. The Central Region is outlined and soi1 types are

indicated on the attached legend.

Figure 3.2 Soi( Süucrure of tbt Cenaal Agticulnrral Region (Canada Soit fnnntary, 1989)

There are areas however in the western portion of the Centrai Region (outlined) where
groundwater is susceptible to contamination due to the presence of covering mils of high
pecmeabiiity as i n d i 4 by da& area in figure 3.3:

Groundwater areas susceptible tu pollution

Figure 3.3 Groundwater Anas Susceptible to Pollution (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1999)

in cases where a threat of contamination exists a number of mitigating masures are
necessary:

For manure appücation, detailed soi1 sampling for a i l operations over 400 A.U. is

soon to be required by the Rovincial Environment Ministry in a M a n a Management
Plan. This sampling is intended to ensure that there is no build-up of nuttients

resulting fiom over-application of manure. The Manure Management Plan will be
related further in Chapter 5.

In areas susceptible to groundwater contamination, manure storage must be designed
to avoid seepage of nutrients into the groundwater. It rnay even be preferable to
constnict an above ground storage structure, such as a glass lined, steel tank.
This regional analysis is cursory and general in nature, therefore can not be applied to any
specific location. Soi1 composition and water table information for a specific site would
need to be gathered to confimi the general observations made above for the Central
Region. The regional analysis confirms that there are many areas in the Central Region
that have land charactenstics suitable for hog operations.

3.4.2 Water Availability in the Central Agricultural Region

The fm Practices Guidelines for Hog Producen in Manitoba indicate that any
withdrawai of ground or surface water exceeding 25,000 litres per day for other than
domestic use requires a water rights license (Water Rights Act, 1996). Current Water
Branch information shows that few hog operations have supassed this limit to date2
therefore it appears that hog barns are not large water users insofar as the Water Branch is

concemed. There are two factors however, that should be M e r investigated to ensure
future water availability:
The impact of hundreds of future operations on water availability,
Theimpact ofthe extrernelylarge barns, while currentlymorecommon in theU.S.,

may appear in Canada, and more specifically the Central Region.

'Conversationwith Sherty Romano, Manitoba Nahiral Resources, May 99

Although fairly detailed ground and surface water maps for Manitoba are available, they

are of such large scale that feasibility of a particular location is not generally possible. In
most, or even d l cases, application for development must be accompanied by a water
availability study to confirm an adequate supply. This could include test drilling for
water wells. Generally there are two sources of water available to a hog operation, both
govemed by the Water Rights Act: surface water and groundwater. Surface water is not a
major contributor to the supply for agriculture (including hog famiùig) as indicated in the
Water Use and Allocation Review done by Manitoba Nahual Resources:

"On average. Manitoba has an abundant supply of water. î l e province is
located at the downstream end of large river systems which drain the area
between the Alberta-British Columbia boundary and Lake Stiperior.
However, less than 5% of the water draining into Manitoba passes
through agro Manitoba where most of the demand is. " (Manitoba Natual
Resources, 1999, p.2)
The major source of surface water for the Central Region is the Assiniboine River, and
water use on this river has largely been allocated (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1999).
Groundwater therefore supplies the bulk of the requirement for potential hog barn
development. Again as indicated in the Water Use and Allocation Review:

"Much of southern Manitoba is underlain by large quantifies of
groundwater. These aquifrs range in sizefrom sand and grave[ deposits of
a fev acres up to the 30,000 square mile Carbonate Aquife which underlies
much of south central Manitoba. " (Manitoba Nahiral Resources, 1999).
The Carbonate Aquifer is very significant for the Central Agricultural Region, as it lies
beneath much of the region. As is shown on the Water Resources Bedrock and Sand and
Grave1 aquifer Maps (See figure 3.4), a pomon of the Central Region immediately south
and West of Winnipeg consists of highly saline groundwater. Although in many cases

this water is not suitable for consurnption, it c m be considered for some livestock
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CHAPTER FOUR
Previous Research on Sustainabilitv of HOPO~erations
4.0 Introduction to Sustainability

This chapter focuses on the issue of sustainability as related in previous research. Sections
4.1,4.2, and 4.3 discuss the three aspects of sustainability (environmental, economic, and

social) as presented in the literahue, particularly as they may pertain to the Central Region.
A synopsis of a poll of rural Canadian residents regarding hog operations is included, as
the views expressed could be indicative of sentiments in this region. The next to last

) a tool for siting hog
section deals with G e o p p h i c information Systems (G.I.S.as
operations. The increasing cornplexity involved in siting of intensive hog operations has
made the data organizing capability of G.I.S. an indispensable tool.

4 1 Environmenta1 Sustainability

There is no question that the hog industry evokes disturbing environmental images for

many people.
During the 1980's the public was bombarded with pictures of dark ciou&
of soii blowing in hot dry winds, of lakes polluted and too foui for use,
leaving an image of an [the hogl i n d u s ~ninning into the ground.
(Dickson, 1996, p.34)

Preserving the environment for future generations requires that the potential for
environmental damage due to hog opentions be taken seriously. For ease of examination,
the environmental impact of hogs has been divided into three components, these are soil,
water (both surface and groundwater), and air.

As hog manure, and its management, has been identified as the primary source of concem,
the constituents of manure and their potentially deletenous impacts if improperly managed

will be focussed on. A detailed scientific account of the chernical and bio-chernical
reactions that take place when hog manure is introduced into the environment is not central
to the topic of this thesis. Therefore, only a general overview of the processes that occur
will be discussed. insofar as the processes are relevant to the subject at hand.

4.1.1 The Nutrient Cycle

Key to understanding how intensive hog famiing can become a more sustainable activity is
to understand the nutrient cycle or process. Important to this cycle is the concept of

manure as a valuable nutrient. This was outlined by Dr. David Burton, who stated that of

16 million tonnes of livestock manure produced in Manitoba in 1995, 130 million kg of
nitrogen, 20 million kg of Phosphorus, and 45 million kg of Potassium with a total
estimated value of â 130 million as fertilizer is produced (Dickson, 1996,p.22). The
nutrient process can be descnbed by beginning at any point, but for the purposes of this
research we will begin with the crops in the field, as shown in figure 4.1 :

Figure 4.1 The Nutrient Cycle

Field crops are grown and fed to hogs, which in turn produce rnanure, which is then
applied to fertilize the following years crops. This cycle is repeated each year, with hog
operators monitoring the levels of the various nutrients in the soil where spreading has
occurred on a schedule recently mandated by provincial legislation for large (greater than
400 A.u.~ operations). In addition, valuable organic materials in the rnanure, not found

in artificial fertilizers, serve to bind the soil, hold moistue, and thereby reduce erosion.

AIthough rnanure contains valuable soil nutrients (particularly nitrogen and phosphorus),
if applied excessively, there is a risk of soil and water pollution. In other words, the old
adage 'too much of a good thing' can apply to indiscriminate application of rnanure.
There is a discrete utilization rate for nutrients by various crops, and this rate must be
closely adhered to, or there is a risk of a build-up to toxic levels, or leaching to
groundwater. Nitrogen is more mobile in soil and water than is phosphorus, and poses a
serious health problem in public water supplies and the food ch&. Nitrogen or nitrates,
which in reasonable quantities are highly bio-available to crops, will, in excessive
amounts, leach beyond the root zone of the crop, and into underlying groundwater or

aquifers. Without getting into the medical conditions that can result from nitrate
contaminated water, suffice to Say that it c m pose a serious health problem. In addition,
bacteria such as coliforms cm be similady detrimental to water quality.
Of the seven types of surface water pollution described by Mmh, two can be related to
intensive livestock farming, those being oxygen-demanding wastes and plant nutrients

(Manh, 1997, p.136). Accelerated growth of aquatic plants, as a result of nutrient
avdability (nitrogen and phosphorus), leads to increased Biochemical Oxygen Demand

-
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-- -

One animal m i t (AU.) is that number of animalR required to produce 73 Kg of Nitrogen annualIy

(B.O.D.) which m e r reduces the quality of the aquatic animal environment. One of the
end results of this degradation is eutrophication, or the choking off of the surface water
body by organic matter.

The final threat to the environment, considered here, is odour. Curiously, this is the Ieast
hazardous aspect of hog farming (as far as actuai health concems are involved) and yet it
draws the most attention in tems of public perception. The stress created by odour
perceptions might be seen as more injurious than any real health impacts (Barrington,

1996, p.149). The subject of odour is not specifically reviewed by Marsh, but his
assessrnent of the prime tool of land use planning in avoiding groundwater pollution
applies equally to odour problems in hog farming operations:

"thefirst iine of defence in grozindivater [odour] protection is judicious site
selection for land uses witli high impact potentialiy ". (Marsh, 1997, p. 128)

In the case of odour abatement, site selection involves separation of hog farms firom noncompatible uses by the greatest possible distance.

4.1.2 Hogs and their impact on Soi1

Manure is the by-product of digestion in hogs and other Livestock anirnals. It is of course
the biological outcome of food intake for al1 living things, but with hogs it has acquired a

unique stigma. As was briefly descnbed in Chapter 1, hogs, crops, manure, and soil,
form a nutrient cycle. The rnanure in this cycle contains nitrogen, phosphorus and
pathogens (such as E. Coli). These elements are considered separately as follows:

Pathogens - Pathogens have the potential to cause serious i h e s s in humans and other

animals, a d o r contamination of surface and groundwater if manure is not properly
disposed of. With appropnate application of manure to familand however, pathogens are

destroyed by natural action. Pathogens c m have harmful effects in soil, particularly
where they are taken up through plant roots, and introduced into the food chain. The
impact of this uptake, however is not as serious a problem as pathogen loading of water
bodies, as will be discussed later.
Phosphorus -Phosphorus is a cntical element to the growth of crops. In manure it is
found mostly in organic form (Le. associated with carbon), but also in inorganic form. It

is the inorganic form that is immediately required by the plant, while organic phosphorus
is mineralized over t h e to the inorganic form by soil bactena. Manure is sometimes
referred to as an 'imperfect fertilizer', meaning that the ratio of Nitrogen to Phosphorus
present in manure is not as it is required for uptake by the plant (Bailey et al, 1998, p.24).

When manure is applied to fields to meet nitrogen requirements, an excess of phosphorus
usually results. This is ûot ttormally problernatic in the Central Region for two important
reasons:
The soi1 in this area is normaily deficient in phosphorus, and
inorganic phosphorus attaches to soil particles, and is largely immobile. This trait
is accentuated by the calcareous (alkaline) nature of the region's soils (Mer
Bailey et al, 1998, p.22).
Phosphorus c m become a problem in conditions of soil erosion. This situation leads to
the possibility of phosphorus rnigrating to bodies of water, resulting in conditions that
wil1 be discussed in the next section. This is not to Say that phosphorus in excess
quantities might not present problems. In fact Manure Management Plans discussed in
the next chapter have been developed to mitigate the possibility of over-application of
manure nutrient.

Nitrogen - Along with phosphorus, nitrogen is also a significant component of hog
manure, and a vital plant nutrient. The difference betsueen the hiro elements lies in the
reactivity of nitrogen once it has been introduced into the soil. The nitrogen process is

best demonstrated in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 The Nitrogen Process (Ewanek, 1996, p.97)

Of the initial 200 parts of nitrogen in the manure, only 95 parts are imrnediately available
to crops. Of course these numbers are dependant on variables such as moisture content,
incorporation methods, soil conditions, and others, but can be considered 'typical'. As

c m be seen fiom figure 4.2, a significant amount of ammonium nitrogen is made
available for crop uptake. This is not problematic so long as the ammonium is present in

quantities not in excess of crop needs. Ammonium in greater supply than can be used by

the plant can be converted to ammonia and volatilized, or converted to nitrate (through a

process called nitrification) and represents a potential leaching problem. In addition,
organic nitrogen not used by crops is mineralized over time, and can add to nitrogen
loads on the soil a year and more in the fùture. It is therefore critical that manure applied
to fields be managed to achieve sustainable nitrogen use. Concerns in nitrogen
management are:
Application methods designed to minimize volatilization of ammonia (Le. direct
injection into the soil, or broadcast and incorporation within 24 houn),
Careful soil sampling to ensure application quantities are not greater than can be
utilized by the crop. This of course must include organic nitrogen residual in the
soil that eventually will be rnineralized to the inorganic form, and
Attention paid to spreading in areas where leaching of nitrates could cause senous
groundwater contamination.
Recent manure management plans to be required by Manitoba Environment are intended
to ensure coinpliance with these requirements (see appendix B). Finally, organic rnatter
in cow manure has been shown to irnprove soil physical properties, such as improved
aggregation, lower bulk densities, and improved structure and water holding capacity
(Bailey et al, 1998, p.24).
While data for hogs could not been identified, there is no reason to believe this situation
would not be sirnilar for hog manure.
As a final note regarding land application of manure, one might wonder whether f m e r s
will over-apply the nutrients found in manure. Not only are they prohibited kom doing
so in accordance with provincial legislation, it has been shown that excess of nutrients,
particularly phosphorus, can "interfere with proper nutrition of crops" (Bailey and

Buckley, 1998, p. 27). It is hopefully reassuring to those who doubt the safety of manure

as a fertilizer, that the nght thing to do (protect the environment) is also the best thing to
do (maximize crop yield).

4.1.3 Hogs and their impact on Water

The impact of hog manure on surface and ground water is perhaps the most pressing
environmental problem , as concem with water quality is the most Frequently mentioned
major issue related to swine manure in al1 regions of Canada (AAFC, 1998). Whether the
problem is leaching of nitrogen or accumulation of phosphoms, B.O.D., bacteria, or any
other of dozens of lesser contarninants, water concems are fundamental. Leaching OF
nitrates, soi1 erosion of phosphates, and build up of B.O.D. surface water are direct
contributors to a process called eutrophication. Excess nutrients in groundwater is
similarly dangerous for many reasons, not the least of which is that groundwater O Aen
recharges surface water supplies. The requirements of manure management plans,
designed to mitigate these negative outcornes were briefly discussed in section 4.1.1 and
are also discussed in the section on Iegislation in Manitoba in Chapter 5.

4.1.4 Hogs and their impact on Air

Odour is often the fint concern that cornes to mind when considenng the impact of hogs
on air quality. Odour has been dismissed in the past as a subjective cornplaint of
neighbours unaccustomed to agricultural operations. This subjectivity is disputed by

Schiffman, who demonstrated that people exposed to hog o d o w had "significantly more
tension, more depression, more anger, less vigor, more fatigue, and more confusion than

control subjects" (reported in Henderson, 1998, p.7). There are research projects now
undenvay to determine how best to reduce or control odour emissions. Swine odow
emanates from one or more of three primary sources, narnely barns, application of
manure to fields, and manure storage structures (earthen storage, or above ground
concrete and steel tanks), in the following approximate percentages:
Barn-30%

Storage - 35%
Spreading - 45% (Barrington, 1996, p. 149)
There are no significant land use planning strategies in this province other ihan spatial
separation to deal with the odours fkom the above sources, with distances regulated by the
provincial, and local, govemments. For example, separation distances from neighbouring
residences are suggested in the f m Practices Guidelines for Hog Producers in Manitoba.
The Livestock Manure and Mortalities Management Regulation specifies minimum
setbacks From watercourse and wells, etc. However municipal zoning by-laws are the
only means to regulate physical barrien, such as trees, to better mix and dilute hog
odoun carried by wind. Other potential methods to reduce odour, such as barn bio-filters
do not directly involve land use, but have indirect impact on surrounding use of land,
particularly for residential use, by reducing nuisance odour. Suggestions for setback,
have strong social links, therefore they will be presented in the section on social aspects
of sustainability. As far as air contamlliants are concerned, hogs produce more than just a
bad smell. Oxidation of ammonium nitrogen generates ammonia,

m)a compound

known to cause acid rain. in addition, anaerobic decornposition of manure releases
methane and hydrogen sulphide, hown to contribute to the 'greenhouse' effect. Both of

these unwanted side effects c m be mitigated. In the first case minimizing volatilization
can be achieved by improved application techniques such as injection or irnmediate
incorporation. Installing an impermeable cover on top of manure storage can
dramatically reduce methane and hydrogen sulphide emissions, while having the added
potential bonus of harvesting methane as a fuel source. There are no legislative
requirements for Manitoba f'en to use either of the hvo preceding techniques to
reduce harmfùl air emissions. Although there have been definitive studies on the subject

of air emissions in countrieç such as Holland where there have been senous problems
(Burton, 1996, pp. 27-38) there are no equivalent studies in Manitoba to suggest
emissions are causing irreparable negative effects.

4.2 Economic Sustainability

There are a number of economic factors that have contnbuted to the expansion of the hog
industry, linked to the basics of supply and demand. If there is no demand for a product,
then that product will not be produced in any quantity, or at all. This was demonstrated
recently when Asian economies suffered a senous downtm, with the demand for pork

(and therefore prices) diminishing as well. Not only is this trend not expected to
continue, quite the opposite has been predicted, as will be explained in the next section.

4.2.1 Global Demand
Global demand for pork is expected to increase dramatically in the next 5 - 8 years as can
be seen in figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3 World lrnport Projections fiMartin, 1998, p.5)

This graph shows that even with a conservative estimate of 3.5% growth in demand over the
next few years, Unports by 2005 will increase 36%over figures for 1996. At 8% growth,
exports will increase by 100%in the pexiod 1996 to 2005. This world dernand will kely spur
growth in the hog industry in many other countries as weii, although many of the major
producing countries are at the point where substantial i n m e s in the hog population will not,

or cannot be entertained (such as Holland, Denmark, Taiwan, and some states in the U.S.).

4.2.2 Large Scale Supply Issues
While the George Morris Centre (Martin,L. et al, 1998) and others expect demand for podt to

increase, supply conditions must also be favourable ifa country or region hopes to satise this

increase. As a part of the prairies, the Centrai Region and its hog industry enjoys the
dramaticaiiy cheaper feed grain brought about through the elimination of the Grain
Transportation Subsidy in 1995. In addition, the George Moms Centre study related a change

in farming culture on the prairies ~

O one
M of wheaiharley production to one of value adding,

especially in the export market (Martin, 1998, p. 11). uicluding costs for labour, feed,

depreciation, and bank interest charges, the eastem prairies of Canada has been assessed as the
cheapest location in the world to produce hogs, as shown is figure 4.4. The marketing edge

created is obvious.
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Figure 4.4 Global Costs to Prochce Hogs (Martm, 1998, p.20).

The supply conditions rnentioned previously occur at a national, or regional scale, and on this
large scale the nrpply conditions do appear to be favourable. It is on a much different level or

scale that decisions on individual hog operations are made however.

4.23 Smail Scale Issues
As has been discusse it is the purview of municipal govemments to make decisions on land
use at the local level. A major factor in the decision of municipal govemments to favour

approval of hog operations will likely be the perceived economic benefits to the municipality

of such approvals. Although at a large-scaie (i.e.province level) there appear to be economic
benefits of ho: production where those benefits appear at a local level is not so clear. A
detailed econornic evaluation of the hog industry in Alberta was completed by Serecon
Pvlanagement Consulting Inc. in June of 1998. They determineci that hog employees,
operators, and businesses tended to spend their incorne within the local area of the barn.

(Serecon, 1998, p. 10) Thu and Donham, organizen of the Scientific Work~hopcded
'Unde~standingthe Impacts of Large Scale Swine Production",tend to agree with this
assesment with some mervation. Two factors are not included in the generd assertion that
ho g operations benefit the local economy, these are:

Roxiniity and size of the nearest service centre, and

Size of the operation
The shopping pattern of hog barn employees are included at figure 4.5 and the table at figure
4.6 is taken h m Serecon, and outlines the dinerent sewice centres.

-

Area of spending employee

Outside 15

Regional 39%

Figure 4.5 Hog Operation Employee Spending Patmns (Sere~oq1998, p. 10)
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Figure 4.6 Definition of Service Centres (Serecon, 1998, p.10)

Senice centres - As can be seen, the maller the service centre, the less local purchasing \vil1

or c m be done. This may be of interest to RMs in the Central Region as they consider
accepting the environmental and social risks, but do not have a service centre to take
advantage of the economic multiplier.
Size of operation - The other factor to consider is the N e of the operation. The econorny of
scale afforded larger operatos (Le. larger barns) are such that they can go m e r to b d the
'nght' economic deal. The econornic necessity of smaller operators dealing with local

business does not Limit large operators to the sarne extent. This might mean that the economic
boom expected by a municipaiity considering a large barn may not matenalize. This was
docurnented in discussion at the Thu and Donham workshop (Lasley, 1995, p. 127). Although
a large sized operation in proximity to a large s e ~ c centre
e
might be an ideal economic
e
so
situation, this cleariy cannot extend to where the operation is so large, and the s e ~ c centre
close, that the impact of the barn is felt directly in the large centre.

in addition to the concept of savice centres, the Serecon report discusses economic multipiiers
when considering the impact of a new or expanded hog operation. They explain:
"Ifused properly, estunates of multiplier effects are a valuable tool for assessing the ments of
economic impacts." (Serecon, 1998, p.22). The report goes on to explain that economic
multipiiers define an increase (in local dollars) in non-hog industry dollars generated for every
one dollar of hog production wages. Their figures range h m a low of 91.09 near minimum
convenience centres to a high of $2.87 near seconàary and primary wholesale-retail centres

(Serecon, 1998, p.22).
Although numbers for the Central Region are not knowq the hog indusûy in Manitoba is
dominated by the Hutterite Brethren. Accordhg to industry figures, the Hutterites account for

over 40% of hogs produced in the province (Manitoba Pork, 1996). The local econornic and

employment impact of hog fanning is not clear when new construction or expansion takes
place witbin the somewhat isolated confines of a Hutterite colony.

4.23.1 Economic downside
As with most developrnent there is a good sidg and a not so good side. Two particularly

important issues on the downside are impact on propew values, and impact on ruraI
inftastructure (Le. roads).
As reported by Lasley in 'Understanding the Impacts of Large-Scale Swine Production', both

an increase and a decrease in property values is possible when a large hog operation moves
into the neighbourhood, f m property values may marghally increase, due to the potential
âccac to a source of fertilizer, but residential property values can decrease, perhaps

sigdicantiy dependhg on proxhiry to, and the size of, the operation. Lasley reported on a
study in North Carolina where residential property values were generally found to decrease in
the area around a hog facility (Lasley, 1995, p. 145). Barette (1996, p. 3) and Hendenon
(1998, p. 6) both report on the strain resulting h m increased truck tnffic on rurai roads.

Barette also cites cases of rural counties in the US.that have, essentiaily, wasted considerable

surns of money in upgraded roads and bridges in preparation for the economic boom that was
not realized.

4.3 Social Sustainability

This aspect ofoverall SuSfainability is oflen neglected, yet it is the area that generates the most
controversy, an area of contlict largely left to ill-prepared municipal govemments to resolve.
Henderson surns up the U.S.experience:

" m eobjectors are a diverse lot. Une thing is clear: They don 'tfir the convenient
stereotype of notivelle mrbanites who are s w p d to discover that f a m
sonzetimes srneil bad. Farmers themelves are split on the issue. " mendenon,
1998, p.6)

The issue ofex-urban growth has heightened concems that separation distances are becoming

increasingly difficult to satisQ, and that merely reducing odour through using trees and other
b e e r s to dilute odours might not be enough. A report by a Manitoba Pork study committee
submitted to the provincial govemrnent in 1994 (Manitoba's Pork Indusûy: Building for the
21" Century-Prospects and Challenges) relates the outstanding economic opporhmities, and

acceptable environmental standards,but unfomuiately is silent on the social consequencss of

growth in the industry (Gilson, 1994, p h ) . This oversight may not be entirely surprishg h m
the marketing agency for the pork industry in Manitoba, especially when their mission
statement reads as foilows:

"The mission of llhitoba Pork iî to sutain and enhance the economic wellbeing of Manitoba S hog producers and foster the continued g~owthand
deveiopment of the province 's pork industry " (Manitoba Pork Annual Report,
1998)
Although more work is now being done in the field of social impact of intensive Livestock,
there is little precedent for this effort, a situation deaied by Thu and Donham, who assembled

a field of experts for perhaps the most important workshop on the çubject in this decade (Thu,
1995, p.72). It is clear that there is a lack of understanding on the part of both the industry and
society at large. The risks of this polarkation between society and the hog industry are great:

' X t one atmme, if there ik a faiilure to recognire Iegitirnate conimtrnity
interests, intensive livestock operations wiZZ be established with a minimum of
communiîy involvement and regulation. The renrlt k that over time f m e r s
are IikeZy toface increasing harassment, and corresponding 1egaZ action over
issues related to air and water contamination. At the other extreme, ifsocieîy
U over zealouî in regdating the livestock sector there k a risk of a stijled and
non-cornpetitive ag?icuIturaI indtst?y resulting in shz* in production from
one geographic area to another (with a corresponding shifi in employment
and economic activity))." (Caldwell, 1996,p. 139)

Although economic considerations are important, the economy does not exist in a social

vacuum (Thu, 1 995, p. 109) therefore it is critical to undentand that perceived opportunihes
for a prosperous industry m u t be very carefbily weighed with actions that pit neighbour
against neighbour. The Manitoba Pork Council has to an extent recognized that doing it right
involves a cornmitment to the highest environmental standards, and solving disputes with
neighbours before they become contentious. Much of the Manitoba Pork campaign has been

aimed at producers, and not enough at municipal councils and citizens-at-!arge. While the
'Peer Advisor Program' and brochures on 'Living in harmony with Neighbours' (Manitoba

Pork, various dates) are a good start., there remains much to be done.

4.4 Canadian Populations View of the Hog Industry - a POU

A contributor to the Joint Canadian Pork Council/Agriculture Agri-Food Canada workshop

titled "Hop and the Environment", presented the r d t s of an A p d 1998 national çurvey on
the "View of Canadian Citizens regarding the Hog Industry". The s w e y resuits, while not
focussed on local govemment, could represent the views of constituents to whom local elected
officids must answer. Important Wings of the survey include:

Use of chernical fertilizers is the largest concem regarding agricultural impact
outweighing livestock waste related water pollution by 3 to 1.

Odours h m livestock operations were regarded as the concem requkhg the least
time Oess than five years) to address

Hog famiing was seen as having the most negative envhnrnental impact compared to
other f o m of famiing (cattle, d a j : grain, etc)
Large (corporate f m s ) are the least preferred hog fm size, by alrnost 3 to 1 over

medium sized operations.
The family owned farrn is seen as the most environmentally fkiendly, by 10 to 1 over

non-local (corporate) h s . (Miller, 1998)
This work provides important background to considerhg local government views on the

sustainability of the hog industzy, and couid be incorporated into an educational package for
local politicians. See appendix A for the complete results of this pou.

4.5 Geographic Information Systems

A land use planning approach that reduces conflict is necessary in order to achieve

sustainability in the hog production industry. Relatively ment advances in computer
technology have given us Geographic Idormation Systems, a technology that should be use&
as suggested earlier, to locate areas both suitable and not suitable for expansion. To assume

that G.I.S. wiu address any and ail current and fbture problems would be to put too much faith

in what really is only one of a number to tools avaiiable to the land use planner. But the
potential for this tool to play a vital role is undeniable. What is GLS. and how can it address
these complicated issues? Hanna and Culpepper (1998, p.7) desmie GJ.S. as 'smart' rnaps,

using relationai databases and state of the art technology to computerize the acetate map

overlay system devised by Ian McHarg of the University of PennsyIvania in the 1960s

(Hama, 1998, p.14). G.I.S.has revolutionized the ability to use cornputer database maps
representing such variables as soi1 conditions, water table depth, location of urban areas, and

many others, to perfom suitability mapping at a scale and speed completely impossible with
conventional maps. When one understands the power of G.I.S.techniques, opportunities to
resolve land use conflicts involving hog barns becornes clear. For exarnple, hog barns might

bea be located in areas with the following charactenstics:
Suitable distance h m built up areas (to prevent odours)
Adequate water supply
Abundant arable land for manure spreading
Clay type soi1 to impede leaching nuûients
Access to ûamportation routes
These characteristics or 'layers' cm be represented by databases that could be superimposeci
on a digital map of the study area. Parameters could be indicated on these rnap 'layers' that
for example exclude hog barn development within one kilometre of a large housing
development. It rnight aiso mean for example, areas with l e s than one titre per second
capacity for potable water would not be chosen The result of this technique wodd be to
systematicaily identify areas that, within stated parameters, represent the best areas for hog
barn development. Most parameters would be regdated by the provincial government, but

local govemments may feel it necessary to demand more strict Iimitations in some areas.

4.5.1 G.I.S. Project for the Manitoba Livestock Industry

Keystone Agricultural Producen (ICAP.), a f m e r s advocacy agency in Manitoba, dong
with the Prairie f m Rehabilitation Agency (PEU.), has initiaid a G.I.S.pruject, cded 'A

Specialized Decision Support System for the Manitoba Livestock I n d u s t ~to
~ ' aid local
govemment decision making in nual Manitoba PFKA. recognizes that the hog production

industry is poised for substantiai p w t h in the next five to seven years, and that decision-

making support for nuaI govemments will be crucial to ensure a sustainable indusûy. This
project claims that the majority of siting, development, and operation of hog barns will be
accomplished in the next two to three years. G.I.S. technology is being used by P.F.R.A.to
assist niral govemments in making infornecl development decisions regarding the livestock
industry. A lack of skills with the s o h a r e and data interpretation at the local level, coupled

with shortfds in fiuiding, t h e , and personnel have prevented local govemments h m taking
advantage of this technology, a fact this study proposes to address. The results of the study are
intended to:

"Devefop a process ro idenfifi kq, resowce based bsues and data
requirementr, develop und condtrct analylical procedures, prepare products
and resufts of the anafysis in support 4 local diSmsion and decision
making. '"eystone
Agriculhual Producers, 1998, p.2)
While this project is a noteworthy b t step in helping to gauge the imminent growth of the
hog industry, much more needs to be doue. Due to delays, the project completion date of
Apnl2000 may not be reaiïzed, leaving many niral governments awaiting results of the

project, with little basis for important land use decisions. Mead of waiting for the results of

this study, RMs where growth in hog population is anticipated should begin a G.I.S.d y s i s
of their own in the very near future. These RMs rnight insist that hog bam developments
incorporate in their development proposal, a G.I.S.shidy of the area in which they plan to
locate.

4.6 Important Findings From Previous Work
In thiç chapter, sustainability of hog operations identifieci in the literature was examined. Also,
a section relating a pou of Canadians views regarding the hog induçtry was discussed. Finally,
strategies in other jurisdictions, and a bnef look at G.LS. as a siting tool were related.

Important findings of these investigations are summarized as follows:
When closely monitored to ennire cornpliance with regulations, there is a clear
scientific basis for nutrient cycling (i.e. incorporation of manure into cropiand) as an
envkonmentally sustainable process.
Excess of nutrients, particularly nitmgen and phosphorus, can be very damaghg to the
environment, particdarly if these nutrients are permitted to enter ground or surface
water through infiltration (nitrogen) or runoffand erosion (nitrogen and phosphou).

Neither research nor legislation in the province of Manitoba has adequately addressed
the issue of odours and odour related compounds h m hog operations. Deaimental

effects of methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulphide have not been examined in a
Manitoba context. Spatial sepration as a land use planning fundamental in Manitoba
has not been entirely successful. An increase in population of hogs and ex-urban

residents in rural areas will only exacerbate the odour pmblem.

International (Le. global) demand for pork has been established, however regional
economic issues as they pertain to Manitoba and the Central Region have not been
resolved. The s e ~ c centre
e
concept does not directly address how rurai economies,

driva by hog opedoas, might f a when these operations are located in proximity to
comparatively large centres such as Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie.

The conflict between rival residents and hog operators is not one berneen established

f m e r s and new ex-rirban residents. A land use problem exists, and will likely
continue, between established rurai homeowners and m e n t or soon to be constructed
hog operations.
Curent conflict resolution methods for the siting of hog operations (i.e. the
conditional use hearing) are inadquate to address this very emotional issue. The winlose philosophy inherent in these h e a ~ g presupposes
s
and even fosters conflict.

The hog uidustry (particularly large corporate operations) is unfavounbly viewed by
the Canadian population.

G.LS. technology as a land use planning tooi will become essential in siting proposed
hog operations. Efforts are being made in Manitoba to utilize the technology, but
progress is slow.
Addressing the preceding points, issues, and probiems will be critical in advancing the hog
industry as a sustainable contributor to the Central Region, and the province.

CHAPTER FIVE
Practice and Lwal Issues

5.0 Introduction to Legal Issues and Current Practice

The chapter begins with an ovewiew of iegislative requirernents of the hog industry in
Manitoba, current practice in the indusûy, as well as zoning issues in the Centrai Region.
Legislation and practice in other Canadian provinces, and also outside of Canada are
examined with a view to determining how they compare with Manitoba, and how their
experiences can S o m the hog industry in this province.

5.1 Planning Strategies Outside Manitoba
The object of this section is to review the legislative approach ro land use planning for iiog

operations in other Canadian provinces, as weil as regulations outside Canada This could
help idenûfy positive contributions to nistainability achieved by other govemments, and
discuss how and if they could be applied in the province of Manitoba

5.1.1 Canada - Caldwell and Toombs completed a thorough cross Canada identification of

provincial planning strategies with regard to Livestock operations. Theu work eliminates the

need to undertake a similar study inthis research. Instead, the foilowing comments on
observations made by the researchers are provideci (Caldwell, 1999, p. 11/12). See appendix C
for a copy of the Table used in the study.
Legidation - Only three provinces, New Brunswick,Quebec, and Saskatchewan have

enacted specinc Legislation to deal with hog intensification Manitoba relies primarily on

hog producer guidehes, the Environment Act (Livestock Manure and MortaIities
Regdation), and the farm Practices Protection Act to regulate the industry. Taking this set

of statutes and guidehes Uito account, local councils must make land use decisions.
Given the stated importance of hog industry to Manitoba, and the contmversy that is sure
to occur, perhaps a more specific piece of legislation would be desirable.

Fam Practices - 'Right to f m ' legislation is prevaient throughout the country (with the
exception of Newfoundland). A significant step has been taken in two provinces, namely
Ontario and B.C.,to ensure the protection of f h g h m municipal by-laws that attempt

to restrict what is cornmonly held as 'normal' fanning practice. Although it is advisable to
protect and encourage agriculture in rural areas, this additional protection is not required in
Manitoba due to the subordhate nature of municipalities in accordance with the Municipal
Act.
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Provincial Leadmship - In most provinces the Department of Agriculture regulates of the
hog industry. Manitoba's shared responsibility by the Departments of Agriculture and

EnWonment recognizes the importance of the relation between agiculture and the
environment.
Reguhtory Took and the Role of the bhnicipality - In some provinces, notably the two
largest hog producen Ontario and Quebec, the provincial goverment takes direct contml
of the approval proces, laving the municipality as more of an implementation agency.

This policy may weil fly in the face of the curent management principle of delegating
decision making authority to the Iowest feasiile ievel. There is a good chance that social

sustainabilitymight d e r h m this 'centrist'appmach. Although the Province of
Manitoba delegaies local decisions to local goveniment, perfiaps an examination of local

govemment authority in some areas may be necessary and desirable. For example,
watmhed impacts, air contamination effécts and other ûans-jurisdictional issuw should
not be at the discretion of a local govemment.

Environment Studies and Nuhienf Management PIans WP)- In PE.1, Quebec, and
Alberta, environmental snidies beyond a N M P are q u i r e d by provincial legislation. In
contrast, some municipalities in Manitoba require this study, although the apparent discord
with provincial right to f m legislation is difficult to rationalize. A provincial perspective

on environmental impact is desirable, if for no other reason that most local governments in
Manitoba do not have the knowledge or the resources to make their o w n assesment

Simiiarly provincial standards in nutrient management are preferable due to the
geographically wide-ranging impacts of field application of hog manure. Administration

of N.M.P.s are the responsibility ofManitoba Environment.

Role of the Public - In this area of social sustainability, all provinces are (dortunateiy)
essentially the same. Manitoba is the only province where public hearings are mandatory,
but only in cases involving conditional uses. Where intensive hog production is a
permitted use, M e or no public scrutiny is required. It has been mggestecl however that

conditional use hearings are not the best avenue to public participation Some other, less
acrimonious forum for public debate, could become a worthwhile provincial initiative.

5.1.2 Outside North America
As can be seen in figure 5.1 and 5.2, a number of countries are much greater players in global

hog supply, but Canada is arnong the largest exporters of hogs.

Global Pork Production

China 45.0%

Figure 5.1 Global Pork Production (CSALE, 1996, p.3)

Exports by major Pork Producing Countries

Taiwan 12.6 % .

Figure

Globai Pork

Othecs 14.0%

The Canadian contribution to world production is o d y 1.8%, but represents 15.5% of world
exports. This indicates that the great majority of world production is intended for intemal
consumption and not export (certainly the case in China which has 20 times the production of
Canada, but whose exports are smailer).

There are several factors that ciifferdate the Canadian industry h m many Other world
players, particularly the desire of national govemments to enact and edorce intemationaily
recognized environmental guidelines. In addition, major producing and exporting countries

such as Taiwan, Holland, and Denmark have much higher hog densities and show indications
that production and expoa have peaked, and may reduce in the next few years (Martin, 1998,

p.7). High hog densities in Hoiland, Denmark, and Taiwan have necessitated strict industry
regulation of the industry not only to maintain, but also to irnprove environmental and social
conditions. As societal and environmental neglect of this magnitude has not occurred in
Manitoba, comparison of these corntries with Canada and Manitoba is not highly relevant.

Gmwhg cornpetition in the world hog market is more iikely to corne h m South America,
particuiarly Argentina and Chile. As the industry in these corntries is in its infancy,
comparison of standards is not useful. More relevant for comparison purposes is the hog
Uidusûy in the United States, where many of the same pressures of ex-urban development,

increasing intensification and heightened environmental and social standards7exist. Due to
the wwth in the US., conflicts resuiting h m environmental and social pressures can seme
as test cases for events that have not yet occurred in Canada.

5.13 The US. Experience

Many U.S.State govemments have been accused of neglecting enWonmena protection and

social concerns. Some states (for example North Carolina) were essentially caught offguard
by the rapid expansion in intensive farming operatiom. ûthers, such as IIlinois have been
overly lenient towards the hog production industry, with "laws drawn up with an eye to

rnaintaining the *te's

substantid share of U.S. hog production'' (Henderson, 1998, p.8).

There are three important facts" that differentiate many U.S.states h m this country however.
These are:

Major U.S. hog producing States have a far p a t e r hog population density than
this province
Major U.S.hog producing states have a rnuch higher human population density

than this province

Major U.S. hog producing states have far less access to arable land than does this
province.

In addition, many U.S.states producing hogs (for example North Caroha) rely on feed
imported fiom outside of the state, an inherently unsutahable situation. Even with these
differences, there are still many similarities, however an overview of aii hog producing States
in the U.S.is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The state of Minnesota is referred to here for two important reasons. First, Minnesota borden
Manitoba and shares many geographic, chnatic, agiculturai, cultural and other features with
Manitoba The second reason for examining this state is that Minnesota has "takenthe U.S.
lead in dowing counties to grapple with the planning questions [regardhg hog barns]
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themselves." (Henderson, 1998, p.9).

5.13.1 Land Use Planning for Hog Operations in Minnesota

In 1996 the state of Minnesota produced a two-volume planning guidance manuai for
agriculture (Muinesota Department of Agriculture, 19%). One of the manuais discwes

preservation of agricultural land, designed to protect the states agriculture roots fkom urban
sprawl. While this volume is a usefid refirence, it will not be exarnined in this thesis. The

second volume deds with Planning and Zoning for Animal Agriculture. The volume is
intended as a handbook for local govemment, as it is the county (equivalent to the KM. in

Manitoba) that regdates land use. The handbook is not forma1 legislation, but design
guidelines and recornrnended processes whereby counties, citizens, and hog operators corne
together on a shared vision of animal agiculture and rurai development. Part of the process
involves scenario building with citizen participation included at the initial stages. Questions
hclude: 'How and what work will be done?' (a potential ovenight or afterthought in many
weU meaning community plans) and, Who will be responsible?' are recornmended as a
cntical portions of the plan. An overview of pertinent legislation and legd precedent is

included as a means to leam h m previous planning attempts, and hally hplernentation
options are presented. One of the key f e a in~implementation is to diffêrentiate berneen
separation and mitigation strategies. The option of perfoxmance based zoning is offered, an
option that may weU be relevant for hog operations seeking to move closer to the convenience
centres (urban areas) to reduce travel related expense. One observation made in the handbwk

relates to the inadvisability of conditional use hearings (currently used in much of Manitoba)
as a public input tool in intensive Livestock operation development The handbook quotes the
old legd saying that 'hard cases make bad law', which is an indirect criticism of the

confrontation of conditional use hearings.

The message sent to local government to outline their most basic duty sounds sirnilar to a

"..JO balance competing interests and to provide a remonable set of d e s to
protect all interesfi."'esoîa
Department of Agiculture, 1996, p. 1-5)

The need is identifieci in the handbook to collect information on existing conditions in order to
i d e n a areas suitable (and conversely areas not suitable) for animal agriculture. What
iriformation to collect (i.e. location of floodplains, groundwater, soi1 conditions, etc), where to
h d it, and how to present it, are questions and steps in determinhg how the existing land and

5.2 Legislation and Zoning Criteria in the Central Region

The Livestock Manure and Mortalities Management Regulation for Manitoba

42/98,

1998), part of the Environment Act, is the key document in ensuring sound

environmental practices in the livestock industry. These regulations are designed to:
"prescnbe requirements for the use, management and storage of livestock manure and
mortalities in agricultural operations so that Livestock manure and rnortalities are handled
in an environmentally sound marner." (Manitoba Regulation 42/98, p.449) The

regdation o u t h e s requirements for the storage, transportation, and application of
Livestock manure. It also specifies siting and construction requirements for manure
storage facilities, both above and below ground level, and their minimum distances from

watercourses, springs, or wells. These details are elaborated upon, but do not conilict
with, the fami Practices Guidelines for Hog Producen in Manitoba produced by
Manitoba Agriculture, and the Canadian Code of Practice for Environrnentally Sound
Hog Production produced by the Canadian Pork Council. While the 1st two publications
are not legally binding, they are intended to foster a kind of self-regulating approach that
makes adherence to provincial environment reglaiions easier.
in addition, the F m Practices Protection Act ensures that nuisance claims cannot

proceed against farmen so long as they operate within the scope of 'normal farming
practice'. Some may view this form of legislation as problematic in regard to the
environment, however the legislation is designed to protect f m e r s in particular and the
agicultural sector in general. These normal farming practices are in fact laid out in the
yuidelines and codes mentioned previously, and are practices that are expected of a
reasonably prudent operator. MR 42/98 will, later this year, introduce the requirement
for hog operations of greater than 400 animal units, to prepare and cany out a Nutrient
(manure) Management Plan. The Nutrient Management Plan stipulates mandatory soi1
testing schedules, application methods, and necessary land base requirements for
spreading of manure (see appendix B). Of particular concem are nitrogen/niîrate
concentrations to ensure manure is spread to meet the needs of the crop. The legislation
in place in Manitoba appears to be fairly rigorous in addressing the potential

environmental problems posed by manure application on cropland. Management Plans
represent only one part of the solution however. There is also a requirement for
enforcement. Although goals set out by legislation should not be dificult to attain, there
are concerns that despite good intentions, the legislation wiIL suffer fiom a lack of

resources dedicated to enforcement. Unfominately, it is not possible at this early date to
assess whether or not the recent addition of Manure Management Plans will be effective.
Other possible problems with current practice in the hog industry include:

-

Manure storage There are h ~ methods
o
of storing manure, the k t , most common,
and least expensive is earthen manure storage. What separates these facilities frorn

sewage lagoons for treaûnent of human wastes is that animal wastes are not treated
for release into an adjacent water body, but remain in place under largely septic
conditions. The manure is contained within the lagoon by means of carefully
compacted local clay, or by an impervious liner. The installation of the more
expensive liner is dependent on permeability of local soils and depth of the water
table (if less than 2.0m).Only in the cases of highiy permeable soils is there a current
requirement for a groundwater-monitoring plan. In other words if a failure were to
take place (Le. drymg cracks of clay base) constituents of concem in manure could
leach into underlying groundwater. The second method of manure storage is above
ground, engineered storage. The legislation addresses minimum setback of these
facilities fkom watercounes in the same manner as for earthen lagoons. No other
construction details are provided for in the Environment Act. Particularly there is no
requirement to address potential large-scale failures by diking or berming of the tank.
Should a failure occur with a full tank (capacities of 36+ million litres have been
observed) a significant spill could result.

Local councii inexperience - The provincid govemment has delegated all local land
use jurisdiction to local government. This means that applications for construction of
new, or expansion of existing hog bams are ultimately decided upon by rurai

councils. Although these councils have access to a technical review team provided by
the provincial government, the expected lack of expertise of govemment in dealing
with issues with this degree of technical and social cornplexity could present future

difficulties. A recommended approach to irnproving this situation is a comprehensive
guideline to land use planning and livestock operations for local government.

-

Education Fundamentai to understanding both the advantages and disadvantages of
hog f&g

is education. If, as was stressed by the Minister of ~griculture~,
the hog

industry is so important to the future economic success of ihis province, surely it is
the responsibility of the province to educate its citizens about the reasons for this
position. Similarly, it is in the hog industry's interest to advertise the benefits and
safety of hog operations. Given the planned expansion of the industry, it would seem

very much in the interests of governent and industry to ensure that the general
public does not harbour any negative perceptions. These perceptions could very

much hinder the orderly growth desired by the industry (Manitoba Pork Council,
1999, p. 1).

-

Limits to growth The goal of doubling the size of the hog population in Manitoba
was discussed with the Provincial Minister of Agriculture and other provincial

officiais in the Deparmients of Agriculture and Rural Development. From what could
be determined from these conversations, it is this authors opinion that targets for hog
production numbers in this province have been established primarily by economic
calculations. Environmental and social perspective must carry equal weight in
detemiinhg what number of hogs can be sustained. Another factor in assessing a
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sustainable number of hogs in production is an assessment of how many can be sustained
in processing. The details of sustainable processing are not the subject of this work,
therefore will not be discussed kther.

5.2.1 Conditional Use PermitdHearings

These are commody the method by which hog produces request and then publicly defend
their operations in this province. Ofien, in rural municipalities, hog operations are pemiitted ia

areas zoned 'agriculhiral', as a conditional use. It is this 'conditional use' clause that triggen
the public hearing process, and where those speaking for and against the 'use' in question

have the opportunity to convince the municipal council of the validity of their views. The
question of whether or not conditional use approval is the method of choice for the Central
Region is one that this thesis endeavom to address. It has been argued in the Literature that
considering hog barn development applications through a conditional use h e a ~ is
g not the

best solution:

"Tobefiank; the Conditional Use heu~ngprocesswas never intended tu deul
with issues which grnerute such negorive reuctions in a communi~."
(Dickson, 1996, p.23)
Conditional Use hearing by their nature generate opposing views that either win or Iose an

argument arbitrated by the local council. Manitoba Pork has suggested a very scient.fic
approach where a Technical Review Committee, comprised of 'experts' determines the

feasibility of the developrnent request. But it can be argued that objective science, and
subjective social contlict cannot easily be Iinked. As Caldwell and Toombs write:

"Percephmlissues may not have any real or scienyic buis but are perceived
as reuï by the public and in tum may genemte political support leading to
political action. " (Caldwell, 1999, p3 )

These difficulties notwithsbnding, a solution must be found that allows both sides to 'win'.

Suggestions as to how this process rnight unfold will be discussed later in this îhesis.

5.3 Summary of Practice and Legislation

It was the objective of this chapter to review practice and legislation in Canada, in North
Arnenca, and around the world and either compare it to Manitoba or discuss how
legislation or practice in other jurisdictions rnight be used in this province. Important
points in practice and legislation in Manitoba were also discussed. The following key
points were noted:
The state of the hog industry internationally is difficult to compare with Manitoba due
to either scaling back or recent developrnent in hog producers around the world.
Manitoba compares favourably witli cher Canadian provinces in regard to protecting

the environment fiom the potential deleterious effects of hog operations. Although

more could be done, Manitoba is the only province where there is an attempt made to
involve the public in siting of hog operations through the conditional use public
hearing.

While some U.S.States do not seem to have effective hog operation legislation, the
State of Minnesota has developed comprehensive land use planning guidelines for
livestock that should be studied for use here in Manitoba
Legislation in Manitoba appears adequate to protect the environment, however it is
not possible at this t h e to determine if this legislation will receive adequate
resources for enforcement. Areas of practice that require study include manure

storage, council inexpenence, education of councils and the public with regard to the

hog industry, and detemination of limits to growth in the number of hogs.
The conditional use public hearhg in Manitoba is unique in Canada, however it is not
adequate to deal with siting of hog operations. A less confiontational method should

be deterrnined.

CHAPTER SIX

1
6.0 Rationale for Survey

The decision to undertake a s w e y of m a l councils in the study region in this thesis
arose fiom the research question. The related sub-problems of environmental, economic,
and social sustainability at the local level formed the area of enquiry into the views of
rural councils in the study region. Important questions and problems arising from the

literature review are included here for consideration in the s w e y .
Important questions and problems are:
1s hog development a pnority for local governments?

How the c m damaging potential of manure be mitigared?

Are local economies developed by the hog industry?
Are conflict resolution mechanisms in place and effective?

Are effective legislative standards in place?
How will legislative standards be enforced?
Addressing these questions in the s w e y (assuming they are adequately answered) is
expected to provide valuable insight into hog operation sustainability nom perspective of
the land use decision-rnakers (rural councils).
Sub problems - As descnbed previously, sub problems in assessing nual councils'

interpretation of sustainability involved asking general questions reiated to
environmental, economic, and social indicaton. Themes for each sub problem are as
follows:

Envuonment
O
O

O

O

"

O
O

O

What level of govemment is responsibie for environment
Concerns with existing environmental legislation
Concems with potential future hog operations in general (could be environmental)

Importance of hog barns in development
Awareness of provincial strategy for hog industry development

Current hog operation approval process
Role of RM in disputes
Rural residents 'living' with the odour

These themes were used to address particular questions in the questionnaire. A copy of
the questionnaire and introductory letter are in appendix D.

6.1 Survey Methodology

The antecedents of successful research indicated by Robson (1993, p.26) formed the basis
for beginning this work, specifically where the importance and tirneliness of this research
subject was concemed. As previously indicated, the same rural councils that were
surveyed are expected to conkont difficult issues fiom hog producers and rural residents

in the upcoming years. The purpose of the survey was to obtain council opinions on the
general nature of hog operations and sustainability. Some interpretation of these
responses was expected to be necessary in order to relate council responses to concepts of
sustainability found in the literature.

Format of Analysis - The analysis of questiomaires consisted oE
Charting of RM responses, to include: did they respond, response (yes or no) to each
question, and indication if they gave a long m e r to questions 3,12,13,14, 15, and 16.
Analysis of regional view of sustainability for dithree aspects.
baiysis of divergence 60m regional view of individual councils (although name of RM.
will not be specified as promised in intmductory letter).

r\nalysis of tendency to support or oppose growth based on location

Statistical analysis of question 6 on a regional scale to include mean (average), mode
(most common), and range of high and low raîing, Signincant variation will be bnefly
examined.

Advantages/disadvantages of survey methods - The decision was made to administer a

primarily close-ended self-administered questionnaire. 'ïhis was dorie for a number of
reasons, particularly related to time. Many of the councils have their meetings on the
same night, therefore waiting to have the opportmity to address each would have
involved many months. It was possible however, to penonally administer the survey to

bvo of the councils (Cartier and St Francois Xavier). This was done to see in what way,
if any, personal questioning might affect the results. Other councils approached for
permission to administer the survey in person were not able to accommodate this request,
for undisclosed reasons. The advantages of a postal survey included reduced questioning
time, while disadvantages included the potential for ambiguity that could not be
immediately cleared up. Response rates, normally a disadvantage of postal sunreys, was
not expected to be, nor was it a major problem in this case, as low number of respondents

(24) allowed for phone calls to request completion.

Sampüng -sampling design was not an issue, as the questionnaire was sent to al1 24 rural

councils in the Centrai Agricultural Region.
CIosedlOpen-ended questions -The decision to incorporate both types of questions was
made to provide sorne leeway to councils in following their own line of thinking on some
of the issues. Closed-ended questions began opened the questionnaire to give the

respondent councils the opportunity to 'warm up' to the survey. Closed-ended questions
at the beginning also ailowed for councils that did not want to take time to complete the
s w e y (particularly open-ended questions) to take only a few minutes to respond to

yesfno questions at the beginning of the survey. The format and order of questions was
designed with recommendations fiom Robson on design of self-completed questionnaires

in mind (Robson, 1993, p. 134).
Limitations - The questionnaire does not assume a great degree of sophistication at the
lccal governent level regarding the issue of sustainability. While this could be
interpreted as a limitation to the survey, this impact is hopef'ully mitigated by having the
questions posed such that the opinion of local councils is obtained with regard to more
general impacts of hog barns on the environment, developmentleconomics, and the local
social structure. The survey does not purport to represent the likely decision of local
councils when faced with an actual request, rather a generai indication of what might
constitute council Intentions and attitudes.
Quantitative versus Qualitative - As quantitative and qualitative data are dehed by Robson
(1993, p.307) quantitative (numbers) data can be found only in 46, where councils rate on a

scale of 1-5, how important hog operations are to developrnent in the R.M. The remainder of
the survey provides qualitative data, whether simply a 'yes' or 'no' response, or a more in-

depth comment. As related in Chapter 2, the intent of the data analysis was not to mate
graphs, bar charts and statisticai analysis, but more to ascertain the thoughts of each council on
very seneral sustainability issues. Some statisticai analysis of Q6 however, is presented as this
response may be perhaps one of the most informative indicators of hture hog operation
development potential. Certaidy, if hog operations are not important for the development (in
ail aspects) of a RM, council is less iikely to approve them, and vice versa if they are
important.

Influence of location - Relative tendency to support or oppose the sustainability of hog
operations related to geographic location (for example near the new packing plant in Brandon)
will be discussed in the next chapter.

6.2 Rationale for Questions

Questions in the survey were deliberately constructed to be very general in nature. This was
done during pre-survey discussion in response to the predorninant feeling on councils that they
would be reluctant to answer specific inquiries. Hog operations are obviously such an
emotional issue that councils were hesitant to 'show their hand' so to speak, even though, as
promised in the introductory letter, the identity of individual municipal councils would not be
revealed. Grouping according to theme for each question asked is as follows:

Environmentai - question 9
Social - questions 7, 1O, 11, 14, 15
Economic - questions 6,8
Combination - questions 2,3,4,5,12, 13,16

Social issues can be shultaneously the greatest challenge, and the area of most intluence for
local governrnents as they mess hog development proposds, thus the prevalence of social
inquiries in the questiomaire. Environmental and econornic issues are adequately addressed

in either the question focussing on that aspect, or in the combination questions requiring
general comments.

6 3 Summary of Survey Method

The research question asked what council's opinion regarding the sustainability of hog
operations was, and this led to the survey described in this Chapter. Questions that arose
kom the literature review were categorized in environmental, social, and economic terms
for questions in the survey. Closed ended (yes and no) questions were asked in the

s w e y in order io obtain an overall sense of council's opinions in the Region. Open
ended questions were included so that individual councils could add comments that were
important to that municipality. Except for one quantitative question, al1 questions were
qualitative, since it was felt that the issue of hog operations is highly subjective. Results
of the survey are analysed in the next Chapter.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Survev of Local Councils in the Central Rwion: Results

7.0 General Observations

The objective of this Cnapter is to analyse the results of the survey descnbed in the previous

Chapter. The final response rate of 75% (two nweys were personally addstered, therefore
15/22 were received) is quite acceptable for a mailed out s w e y . In addition, one RM

indicated an unwillingness to respond to the w e y as that council was in the proces of
arnending their Livestock operations by-law. Of the hiro surveys personally administered (St

Francois Xavier and Cartier), advantages and disadvantages of personai contact were
apparent:
Advantages of personal survey

It was clear that responses were h m the council and not prepared by council staffand
submitted as council opinion.
*

Some clarikation of areas of ambiguity was possible.
Importance of the subject to the swey administrator was stressed
Probing for more detailed responses was possible.

Assurance of obtaining resuits (provided time was granted with council).
Disadvantages of persona1 survey
Many council meetings held on the same night Personal contact not possible uniess
months of m e y time scheduled.

Council may have been 'put off by perceived aggressive approach.
Widespread region demands lengthy travel time.

Elaboration on responses may make data analysis more cornplex, and less comparable

than origix~inallyintended.
Council may have been given more information to answer than those that completed
self-administered surveys. This rnight make cornparison of results more difficult

Advantages and disadvantages of mailed out nweys are essentidly reversed Eom personal
administration of surveys. As indicated in Chapter 6, specifks of response rates will be deait
with first.

7.1 Chart of responses

As a condition of participating in the survey, municipaiities were assured anonymity. W l e

this presents some problems in data analysis, the response chart is very much simplified. As
was Etriicated in the covering letter, it was never intended to identify individual RMs, but

examine the Central Region as a whole. Analysis may point out that sorne RMs diner h i n
the general consensus of the rest, however this will not be attnbuted to particular juisdictions,
but the divergence of one or more RMs will be pointed out.
A summary of responses to 'yes' and 'no' questions (short responses) is included in figure 7.1.

In addition, the long m e r responsa (questions 3 and 12-16) are included, with an indication
of how common that general response was in the region.

Figure 7.1 Short h v e r Response Chart
Note: Y-yes, N-no, x-no response

Long h s w e r Results

(43)List of concerns for potential future hog operations (8 of times mentioned)
Odour (8)
Size of operation (4)
Waste management (5)
Impact on roads (4)
Locatim (4)
Ground water pollution (3)
Environmental (2)
Soi1 Type (1)
Management of the operation (1)

(QIZ) Methods of approving hog operations (# of times mentioned)

Conditional use ofagricuitirral land (13)
No hog operations pennitted (1)
No zoning (2)
Specific livestock by-law (1)
(413) Areas of concern with existing legislation (# of times mentioned)

Noae (11)
Difficulty in enforcement (3)
Areas ofjÿnsdiction between municipality and province (2)
Yes - no clarification (1)
(414)How ~ c u l t i e between
s
hog producers/rural residenb bandled (# of times
mentioned)

No problems (6)
Problems identified at conditional use hearings (5)
Discussion group (2)
No response (3)

(Q15)Process at 414 to change in the next 2-3 yean (# of tirnes mentioned)
No change (1 1)

Development pIan/by-law to rectify difficulties (4)
Yes - no details (1)

(416)Factors in siting approval (# of times mentioned)
Separation distances (8)
Odours and mitigation (5)
Incorporationmethods (4)
Existing roads (4)
Environmental impact (3)
Flood c o n c m (2)
Size ofoperation (2)
Grolmd and d a c e water (2)
Management practices (2)
Public education (1)
Prevaihg winds (1)
Erosion (1)
Public opposition (1)
Soi1 conditions (1)
Manure storage method (1)

Additional Comrnents

Corporate famis a problem
Don't be too hasty
Less concem with Hutterite operations (they live on the land)
Large famis as industrial use
Limited experience on councii with new operations
7.2 Analysis of Quantitative Data
As previously rnentioned, one of the key indicaton of rural councils' view on the economics

of hog operations is the importance attacheci to hog barn development.

46 gave a range of

possible answers h m 1 (very important) to 5 (not very important). This section does not
assume to conduct a detailed statisticd analysis since the sample size is small, however some
quantitative analysis was considered to be of value.

Range of responses - Of the 16 RMs that replied to the survey, ail indicated relative
importance of hog related development. Answers are groupeci as follows:

Figure 7.2 Summary of Quantiîative Data

From the range of responses it is clear that hog barn development is not considered to be of
great importance to RMs in the Central Region. The most cornmon or modal value was 3
(middle importance), and the average value was (2+24+16+25Yl8= 3.7 or les than of middle

importance. Over halfof the RMs responding indicated that hog development was either 'not
very important' or 'next to not very important'. Given this, it would seem that rural councils

do not generally see hog barn development as being econornically beneficial to their
municipalities.

7.3 Regional View of the Three Aspects of Sustainability

Regionally, it is clear that hog operations are an important, as 17 of 18 respondents reported
having hog farms in their municipalities. It was somewhat surprishg to f h d that only 9 of 18

comrnented that they were anxious to attract more hog operatiom. Grouping questions as they
relate to environmentai, social, and economic concems yielded the results explained in the
foUowing sections. This anaiysis is intended to generally d e h e the view of rural councils in
the Central Region with regard to the three aspects of sustainability.

7.3.1 Counciis view of Environmental Sustainability

While more direct environmental related questions arguably should have been asked of
councils in this survey, indirect combination rype questions and long answer questions
revealed important uiformation on this subject. Q9 asked councils which level of govemment
was responsible for environmental cornpliance, with 9 of 18 indicating the RM had some role

to play. 15 of 18 indicated concems with hog operations, ail mentioning at l e s t one

environmental point (odour and manure management primarily). Despite these environmentai
concems, 14 of 18 councils reported that they had by-laws in place to address any problerns,
and 14 of 18 were happy with their current hog barn approval process. ln addition, 11 of 18
did not have concems with provincial environmental regulations. 'Ihe concems that did exkt

were attributed to the provinces' inability to enforce environmental standards. Fhdy,
potentiai environmental problems were important factors in councils makhg land use
decisions on hog operation developments with concems of environmental impact, flood zones,
erosion, ground and surface water integrity, soi1 conditions, and manure storage practices
mentioned, as was described in the Last section.

73.2 Councüs View on Economic Sustainability
Section 5 2 addresseci the quantitative d t s provided by 46. It was clear that rurai councils
do not see hog barns as important to the development of their municipalities. Q8 was asked in
order to probe councils on their knowledge of the provincial sûategy (largely economic) of
increasing the hog population in the province in the next five to seven years. 15 of 18
responses indicated a knowledge of the province's strategy, however only 7 thought it to be
important to their RiM (5 did not and the rest did not comment). Of the combination
questions in the survey, the o d y economic related concem was that of increased M c on the

existing road system.

73.3 Councils View on Social Sustainability

While many economic and environmental questions in hog operations are the purview of the
provincial govemment, social sustainability questions and concems are almost exclusively the

responsibility of the municipal council. For this reason, social related questions of municipal
councils were accorded a prionty in the direct questioning. It is interesthg to note that
councils largely did not think (9 of 14 that answered) that a person 'living in the country' was

obliged to endure the odours relateci to hog barns. Councils saw themselves as involved in

disputes between hog produces and rural residents by a margin of 13 to 4, but based on
responses in QI4 and Q15,did not see ongoing disputes as a major problem, and therefore did
not envision changing their current methods of dispute resolution. Only two councils
mentioned discussion groups as a method of ongoing dispute resolution. In any case, treating
problems as non-existent, or ignoring hem @y not discussing them), will be difficult to

sustain as the hog industry carries out the impending expansion. According to the factors cited
by councils as 'important in siting hog barns', the top three concerns were 'separation
distances', 'odours and mitigation', and 'incorporation methods', all having a bearing on
social acceptability of a hog operation

7.4 Divergence from Regional View

It was apparent k ,?c survey that hog operaiions play an important role in the Central Region.
For the purposes of this research, divergence is measured by considering each rurai council's
views on sustainability (environmental, social, and economic) and comparing it to the overall

view ofresponding councils in the region. This cornparison might idenafy whether or not
variance exists, and if so, how significant it is. In light of the general 'non-committal' view of
councils in the Central Region to hog barn development, a municipality with significantly
divergent opinion would be either strongly for, or strongly against hog barn development.

There are a nurnber of reasons why an individual council may not share the regional view of
hog barn development, which as mentioned was somewhat non-comminal. Some of the most
important objective reasons might be:

Clear h a n , or clear rural nature of RM
Proximity to large urban centres

Proximity to processing operations

Degree of lmowledge on corncil of the indusûy
A council divergent h m the regional view has Uithis case been stated as being one either

strongIy for or strongly against development. With regard to the location of any divergent

council, the following was observed:
Pro-development - One council rated hog bams as 'next to very important' in the

development of the municipality. Along with their suppoa of the importance of hog barn
development, this council did not identib any social problerns resdting h m existing
operations, but did see a role for itself in any future conflict. Although the council had some
concern with existing legislation, no details were provided. The relative proximity of this ml
to the new processing plant in Brandon may have been seen as an opportunity, and may have
L d ~ t n c r dtheir opinion No other council rated importance of hog development as 'high' ,
although 9 responded that they were anxious for more.
Anti-development - With the exception noted above, none of the RMs was categoncdly

anti-developrnent, although as seen in section 7.2, five councils felt that hog barn developrnent
was not very important to their municipality. It was interesting to note that four municipalities

in close proximity to Winnipeg did not feel hog operations to be important, and were not
anxious to attract more. However based on the content of s w e y rwponses, it is felt that if a
responsible, weil managed, appropriately sited, facility was to make a development proposal

to these RMs, they might weil be favourably received.

7.4.1 Synopsis of Location Based Preference
As indicated, in only two cases was strong feeling for or against development potentially

related to location The RM that rat& the importance of hog development as next to highest
was on the western side of the region, relatively close to the new processing plant in Brandon.

Whether this may have influenced the council, is not clear. An adjacent Rh4 was similarly
anxious to attract hog development, but did not attach as much importance to the industry. A
clearer example of location based divergence could be found in the viciniv of Winnipeg (in
the northeast portion of the region), where four RMs indicated they did not rate the importance

of hog development highly, nor were they &ous to attract more. As the bulk of ex-urban
growth is occurring in the vicinity of Winnipeg, this result is not surprising.

-

7.5 The Central Region an Overview of Sustainabiiity in Hog Operations

There are a number of incikators in the survey to show whether or not a RM is generally
supportive of sustauiability in the hog farming industry. The fkst indicator is the RM wanting
to atûact more hog operations The Centrai Region is fairly evenly split on this issue, with
roughly haIf supporting and haifnot. The next indicator is the level of concern councils have

in appmving new barns. On this point, a nmber of RMs have concems, greatly outweighmg
those RMs having no concerns. From the analysis of environmental, sociaI, and econornic
views of council, and divergence fkom the regional view, the following was derived:
Councils do not have a great deal of difficulty with the notion of hog operations as

environmentallysustainable. However, there rnust be close monitoring of
environmental standards in order to ensure cornpliance.

Councils that did have concems stated that there might be some economic Liability
involved in inc~asinghog population, due to strain on existing h f k û u c t u r e such as
roads. The econornic strategy encouiaged by the province is not necessarily supported

by, or known to local councils. In addition, and most importantly from quantitative
data, councils generaily do not see development of hog barns as being beneficial to

their rnunicipalities.
Councils have a great deal of concern for social issues, as they have ranked three of
these factors as the most important in siting proposed hog barn developments. To
date, social pmblems have not been overwhelming, but this may change as barn

density increases.
There was only one instance of observable divergence kom the overall view of hog
operanow in the Region, and that was in 4 RMs in close proximity to Winnipeg.

While these Rhls were not necessarily sûongly against hog operations, they indicated
that hogs would not iikely contribute to development in the municipality.

Overall, the niral councils surveyed do not appear to have firmly established their opinion on
the sustainability of hog f d g . The lack of understanding by local councils in addressing
the issue of sustainability is mentioned in the Manitoba Pork Council paper to the Provincial
Livestock Planning Advisory Cornmittee. This lack of knowledge is seen as an item requiring
corrective action in ensuring the continued growth of the industry (Manitoba Pork Council
Reporr, 1999, p. 2). Although only mentioned once in the s w e y , councils are somewhaî

lacking in knowledge and experience in this area, and appear to be continuhg on the course of
assessing hog o p d o n s if and as the industry makes development proposais laiow11, Only
one RM had a specifïc intensive iivwtock by-Iaw, with two othea developing one. In the

absence of specific long-term land use planning for this industry, any regional commonality
can best be descnbed as non-comrnittai.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Future Directions

8.0 Review of the Purpose of the Thesis

The purpose of this thesis was to determine the view of niral councils in the Centrai
Agicultural Region on the sustainabilityof intensive hog operations, and how that view
compared with the literahire on the subject. This Chapter compares iiterature findings on each
aspect of sustainability with the overall view of councils in the Central Region related in the
previous Chapter. Based on this cornparison, a possible role for councils in enswing
sustainability is suggested. Recomrnendations are also made for sustainability of the industly

in the tuture.

8.1 The Science of Environmentaiiy Sustainable Land Use

Ideologically speaking, there is clear precedent in the literature for responsible hog famllng

having the potential to be an environmentally sustainable activity. So long as the nutrient
cycle is c d e d out in harmony with the needs of crops, there should be minimal danger of

nutrients entering ground or surface water. Reasonable economic investment in Unprovernent

measures can greatly mitigate or vimially eliminate the potential for harmful impacts. These
inc lude:
Covers for manure storage to prevent escape of hamiful gas emissions,
Bio-filters for bams to reduce odour exnanation,
Injection incorporation methods to d u c e odour production and ammonium volatihtion.
Above ground steel mantue storage tanks to reduce/eliminate pundwater seepage.

Diking of above ground tanks to prevent a release of manure should the tank fail,
particularIy near watercourses, on sloping land, or on land prone to pundwater
contamination.
It is understood that these measures represent the ideal in environmental protection, and some
may be impractical for the industry. However, in light of'evidence in the Iiterature to suggest
that these irnprovements have been important, even essential in other countries, it is probably
best to err on the side of environmental protection. This would be particularly true where hog
operations are located close to environmentally and/or socially sensihve areas. Without doubt

the rnitigating m e m e s listed represent issues that local governments should be aware of
when considering a hog barn development.
Local governments in the Central Region generdly agree on the environmental risks of hog
famiing, but this may be out of ignorance of the industry. They should be educated to the fact

that there are ways of rnitigating these risks. From s w e y data on whose responsibility the
environment is considered to be, it seems that a fair amount of RMs are willing to take these
risks on (9 of 15 that repiied). However considering the potential impact of hog industry
growth on al1 RMs in Manitoba, it is important that al1 councils see that they play an important

ro le,

8.2 Economics and the Hog lndustry

Martin, (1998) and Serecon, (1998),present compelling research on the economic benefits of
the hog production industry. Apparentiy, nual councils in the Central Region are somewhat at
odds with these assessments however. Martin argues convincingly for what is called here
large-scale economic sustainability. Serecon's focus is more on small-scale issues such as

economic multipliers, and impacts on local economies. From Serecon it is clear that the
greatest benefit to the local economy is reaiized if there is a convenience/shopping centre
within a reasonable distance to the hog operation. The reality of many RMs in the Central
Region is that while the larger centres with sufOcicnt commercial infktructure and drawing
power will benefit, smaller s e ~ c centres
e
or comrnunities may be denied the participation in
this economic growth. What rural councils then face is the prospect of accepting 'risk' with
the approval of a barn, and losing economic benefits to centres outside of their jurisdiction.

This 'risk' is greatly Uicreased with increasing barn size, to the point where it is possible that:
The RM is lefl with the economic downside of hog barn development (Le. Wear and tear
on local infrastructure as mentioned in the survey), and/or potential drop in property
values.
Little or no local purchashg is done since economies of scaie allow the barn to seek
economic 'deals' h m remote locations.
Local employment does not significantly benefit as hi& paying jobs are awarded to
cornmuters fiom larger centres.

If such scenarios were better known to local councils, their gened low regard for hog b a m
development as indicated in the survey would be understandable. Economic sustainability
would be more likely in a situation where agreements couid be reached within what will be
called here, 'hog barn catchment areas'. These areas would be more regional in nature, and
would not necessarily recognize municipal boundaries. They would be more related to the
location and size of conveniencefshoppingcentres, and wouid recognize that while th= are
likely economic benefits of hog barns, they do not necesdly occur within the approving

jurisdiction A strategy such as this would certaùily need to be supported, even charnpioned at
the provincial level.

8.3 Potential for Social Acceptance

What makes expanded hog production a particularly difficult social issue for policy makers
and governments is that they are not just trying to hit a moving target, but a fast moving one.

Pressure is being felt on both sides, as growth planned for the industry is accompanied by
increases in ex-urban expansion. Local councils sweyed seemed to recognize that n u a i
residents should not necessarily be considered as only recent amivals, and therefore should not
be expected to tolerate offensive odours ofnew (or established) hog fmers. Although
councils were not explicitly asked, it is assumed that they also beiieve that rural residents
should not be subjected to degraded water quality either. If councils have not yet, as many
daim, experienced social problems resulting from hog barns, it is difficult to believe that this

can continue in light of the expansion plans for the industry. To paraphrase the position of
Manitoba Pork, if municipal councils themselves are not conversant with the industry, how
could the gened public ever be? (Manitoba Pork Council Presentation, 1999). It is the
opinion of the author that the key to bridging the social gap lies in four areas
Education,
Collaboration,
Eh-active technolog to reduce 'win-lose' aspect of debate, and
Legislative commitment to public protection

Education - Education is not intended for just local councils but for ail citizens. In the

absence of clear and understandable facts, perceptions and rumours will only add fuel to the

fire of debate. As CaldweIl has mentioned, public perception does not necessarily have a bais

in scientific fact, therefore there is a real need for pubtic education demonstrating
environmental, economic, and social strategies for the hog indutry.

Collaboration - Collaboration is most beneficial h m the outset, and not as a means of
keeping dissenting neighbours quiet. As cornmented eariier, Provincial Technical Review
Tearns and Manitoba Pork Peer Advisers program6are good starts, however these ideas must
reach out M e r , more pro-actively, and in advance of conflict. Neighboun are far more

likely to be willing CO-habitantswith hog barns if they feel they have been part of the process.
Local councils indicated they felt they played a d e in conflict molution. Ideally, they could
play a very important part in this collaboration process.

Pr~activetechnology to reduce 'win-lose' debate - A very usehl development in
technology is currently available to identify optimal sihg criteria for hog barn developrnent in
this province. Geographic Information Systems, outlined in Chapter 3 can assist in making
the 'right' siting choices for hog bams. The idea behind G-LS. is not to baffle local politicians

or the public with advanced cornputer technology, but to simply and graphically lay out al1
development options. The education process could help aiiay, and hopefùîly alleviate fears
that this potentiaily harmfû1 activity (important to the agriculhual sector as it may be) has been
inappropriately sited. Ail stakeholders will be assured that hog development has occurred in a
responsible location, thereby allowing al1 concemeci to 'win'.

Legislative commitment to public protection - AU of the above codd easily be swept away
if public confidence is lost due to a lack of local and provincial government commitment to

Peer Advisors Program is an initiative of Manitoba Pork to resolve coaflicts between hog producen and
m l neighbours.

protect the publics interest. As has been mentioned, there exists reasonabiy adequate
provincial legislation to ensure the publics protection fiorn serious environmental dangers
(problems such as odour and ammonium air emissions have not b e n addressed, but likely
could and should be). Local action to protect the public is far less evidenf but uniformity in
local regulations is important for both the public and the industry. Although to an extent
disputed in the survey (councils are alrnost universally satisfied with the cunent hog
development approval process), there remains much to be done in establishing commonality
in municipal approach. If both levels of govemment were comrnitted to the four keys to

bndghg the social gap, hog expansion might well be far less acrirnonious. The industry itself
bean considerable responsibility as well. ùidustxy advocacy groups such as Manitoba Pork
must recognize the importance of involving the public as well as producers and local councils

in the debate, and not just in light of an imminent development. In addition, it is important
that the industry be somewhat self-regulating as well, with responsible producers (the
majority) taking fhn and decisive action against their recalcitrant peers (the minority). While
not strictly a legislative approach, this self-regulation cm be very effkctive in enforcing
industry wide standards

8.4 RuraI Councils and Their Role

This section speaks to the rationale for this thesis, which is to understand the view of rural
councils regarding sustainability of the intensive hog production industry. As was seen in
Chapter 7, many councils are not actively attempting to corne to terms with the subject of hog
development As the arbiter of local land use planning, and in that regard, protector of the
pub tic interest, this is not a visionary approach. While cornfort with past practice is a nomal

human reaction, it mut not be the position of niml councils in this debate. Apparentiy the
suggestion by the Association of Manitoba Municipalities that RMs develop by-laws to deal
with intensive livestock operations has not had the desired effect. This is apparent since

councils state they do not have concerns with the current system (Q5 and Q 13), and largely
indicate they do not expect any changes in the next few years (Q15).If inaction is not or
should not be the d e of rural councils, what is? Based on recommendations fkom the
literature, the following is suggested:

Pass a specific by-law, in concert with existing provincial legislation (such as The
Environment Act, Municipal Act, Planning Act, and f m hctices Protection Act) to deal
with intensive livestock operations, anticipating that in the upcoming years it will be tested

a number of tirnes.
Either conduct a basic G.I.S.survey of agricultural areas in the RM, or encourage other
govemment agencies (P.F.R.A., A.MM., or Rural Development Manitoba) to assist in
this important underiaking. The intent here is to identiQ areas in the Rh4 that might be
suitable for hog barn development, and incorporate this information into the municipal
development plan and zoning by-law.
Lobby provincial governrnent or provincial level agencies (Manitoba Agriculture,
Manitoba Rural Development, A.M.M.) to begin thorough and open public relations
campaign on the issue of hog operation exparision. The Intensive Livestock Advisory
Cornmittee has begun this work, but results of their efforts are not yet clear.
Become familiar with the Provinciai Technical Review Committee and the Peer Advisors
Program as a start to better understanding the industry.

Build bridges to the hog industry, either through local producers or the provincial body

Manitoba Pork. Encourage the public to participate in these efforts.

8.5 Recommendations for a Sustainable Hog Industry

Based on hdings in earlier chapters, the following comprise suggestions for ensuring that

land use for growth of intensive hog operations is achieved in an environmentally,

econornicaily, and socially sustainable manner:
1. The Province and the Hog hdustry shouid partner to ensure the education of rural

government and citizens of the environmenial, econornic, and social responsibility of the
hog industry. uiitiatives in place, such as the Peea Advisor Program, and Technical
Review Cornmittees must be included in this education effort.
2. The P.F.R.A. initiative to perfoxm G.I.S.
surveys of RMs in Manitoba should be

accelerated and expanded to take advantage this powerful tool in proper land use planning
for hog facilities. Al1 levels of govemrnent and the industry should collaborate in this
endeavour.
3. Social and environmental impact analyses of proposed hog operations should be carried

out, and enforced in a similar manner as Manure Management Plans. This is not intendeci
to limit the hog industry,but is recornrnended for the protection of rural citizens and hog
pmducers. This is an initiative best taken on by the Provincial Government, possibly the
Department of Environment.
4. Water availability for hog operations must receive urgent shidy. It is not clear h m
Manitoba Natural Resources rnappuig idormation where there exists agricultural land for

hog operations that is serviceci by a d e p t e supplies of either surface or ground water.

Areas of the Central Region suitable for hog operations that have access to water supplies
must be clearly delineated. This d l ensure the needs of the provinces hog population
grows in harrnony with residential and commerciaVindustrial requirements. G.I.S. studies

previously recommended could incorporate this requirement. The Provincial
Governrnent, particularly the Department of Natural Resources must lead in this effort.
5. investigation of performance standards in zoning for hog operations should take place.

This investigation will become increasingly important as ex-urbanand hog industry

growth cornpetes for the same land base. This investigation is best conducted by the
Provincial Government in co-operation with land use planning institutions such as the
University of Manitoba, Department of City Planning.
6. A more regional, instead of rurai municipal, planning strategy for hog operations and their

benefits should be examineci. The concept of 'hog catchment areas' was proposai earlier.

This concept could assure rural councils that economic benefits will not be chamelleci
exclusively to the Central Regions' prirnary urban centres (Winnipeg and Portage la

Prairie), but at least a portion will accrue locally to accompany any environmental or
social risks. This strategy should be the combined effort of the Provincial Department of

Rural Development in partnership with the Association of Manitoba Municipalities

(W.
7. Study of the land use planning guidance for the state of Minnesota should be undertaken
with the view to applying many of the principles in Manitoba ui addition to a focus on

performance based zoning, Minnesota seems to offer an excellent lesson in coilaborative
planning. As with the previous recommendation, the study of guidance in the state of

Minnesota could be a joint undertaking of the Department of Rural Development and

AMM.
8. Study of the impact of size of hog operation should be conducted. There are concems
with large corporate operations arnong the general public. Therefore assurances that large

sized operations can protect environmentai and social integrity, while increasing economic
benefits, would be valuable. This acadernic study is iikely best perforrned through the

Provincial Department of Agriculture in conjunction with the University of Manitoba,
Department of Bio-systems Engineering, with input fiom industry.

CHAPTER NINE
Conclusions

9.0 Research Objective

The primary goal of this thesis was to answer the research question:

"Howdoes local governnient in the Central Aem'arlturafRegion of Manitoba
vieiv the szutainability of land tuefor hog barn development, and how does
this view compare withjîndings in the literature.

"

The research objective was attained by 6rst conducting a literature review of the three areas of
sustainability. Following this review, a s w e y of 24 local governrnents in the Central Region
was conducted, seeking to, in general terms, detemine councils' perceptions of, and attitudes
towards, the hog industry.

9.1 Research Findings

Research findings on the three aspects of sustainability are as follows:
The literature seems to support the idea of environmental sustainability,while councils
appear uncommitted.

The literature on socid sustainability indicates there is cause for concem, a viewpoint
that might be surprising to Iurai councils in the Central Region, which have not
experienced many problems.
The fiterature on economic sustalliability related a mostly positive view of hog

operations, however councils do not generally see the significance of the industry,
except perhaps h m the perspective of a burden on local road systems.

What c m be taken fiom the results is that there is a requirement for M e r study, with a
particular focus on this region. Such study could consider the recomrnendations for rural
councils, provincial authorities and the industry provideci in Chapter 8. This study wiIl require
tirne, sornething that, unfomuiately there appears to be little of, so it m u t begin without delay.
What can be done though, when the p w t h of the hog Uidustry is driven by the imperative
that famiers diversify their business? This necessary shift in agricultural practice may be a
force that, although apparently unstoppable, m u t be understood through study, and regulated
through responsible land use Iegislation. Ka sustainable solution is to be found, it will strike a
balance between the economic needs of agriculture and social and envknmental impacts.
While environmental sustainability c m likely be established with local councils through
education and appropriate use of technology, social sustainability presents a more complex
problem. As Thu ( 1995) and Caldwell ( 1996) have suggested, exact science (whether
defending the economic benefit or environmental safety of hog operations) may not convince
a committed non-believer. The lessons of social and environmentai upheaval reported by

Donham and Thu shouid not be ignored in this region. This is not to Say that intensive hog
operations are inherently bad, or that conditions reported in the workshop conducted by

Donham and Thu are the same as they are here in Manitoba Neverthelas, to ensure that
lessons h m the U.S. experience are learned, the industry should be the subject of
uncompromising and ongoing evaluation. This evaluation is particularly important if
Manitoba is to avoid the negative expenences in other hog producing countries. The goal of
doubiing hog production by 2005 may make economic sense, but environmental and social
impacts should be tracked b u g h o u t the suggested growthperiod to ensure land use for hog
operations continues to meet high standards. Although rapid growth is important to the

Centrai Region's agriculhiral sector in an irnmediate economic sewe, long terni

environmentai and social integrity of the entire Region may not be best served by ciramatic,
unevahateci, and probably irreversible growth in hog operations. There is no question that for

orderly hture expansion of the hog industry to occur, it must make, and be seen to make,
sustainable use of land in all respects.
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Reasonable Time Frame for Addressing Agriculture
Issues
April 1998
Odours from livestock operations

Wo ter pollution from livestock woste

Use of chemicnl fertilizers/pesticides

lmpoct on wildlife hobitot/wetland

In 5 yeor!. or less
In more t h 5 yeors

Farming With Most Negative Environmental Impact
1997 - 1998
Hog und pig

Cottle and doiry

Fruit and vegetoble

Grain forming

What Would Make an lncrease in Hog Production
in Your Region More Acceptable?
April 1998
Adoption of new technologies

U
Strong environmental
regulotion/enforcement

Code of practice from hog industry

Subsarnple: Respondents in rural areas

Much more acce
A h i e more acci
No more accepta

What Would Make an Increase in Hog Production

in Your Region More Acceptable?
Opposed to Hog Forming

Subsample: Respondents in rural arees

April 1998

Manitoba
Environment

MANURE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Al1 Iivestock operations in Manitoba wifh 4ûO animai units (AU.) or more are required under Section 13(1) of
The Qvestadc Manure and Mortalities Management Regulatfon, MR 42198 under The Envifanment Ad. to
subrnit an annual manure management plan to Manitoba Environment, at least 60 days ptior to the application
of manure ta fields. If you require tedinical assistance, please contact yaw local Manitoba Agn'arlhire District

O f i a or consult a professional agmlogist. Please camplete this f o m and forward to the Envfronment
Livestock Program, Manitoba Environmen!, 284 Reirner Ave, Unit 5, Box 21450, Steinbach MB ROA 2T3.
Phone: 204-3464060fFax: 204-326-2472
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Table 1: Approacli to Addrcsslng Intensive Livestock Operations Dy Province
Legal & Jurisdictional Context
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By Province (continued)
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North Norfolk, RM.
Box 190
27 Hampton St E.,
hfacGregor, MB RûH ORO

INTENSIVE HOG OPERATIONS SURVEY
Dear Rural Councii Members,

My name is Jeff Price, and I am cornpleting a master's thesis at the University of Manitoba, Department of
City Planning entitled "Sustainability of Land Use for Future intensive Hog Operations in the Centni
Agncultural Region of Manitoba". The Central Agricultural Region consists of 24 Rural Municipalities,
including your own, to the immediate south and west of Winnipeg, 1have acquired a keen interest in this
subject as a result of rnany influences, not the l e s t of which has been Iiving in the R.M. of St Fmcois
Xavier, and serving as a councillor on the R.M. Council since November of 1 s t year. I have chosen the
Central Agricultural Region both as a resident of the Region, and due to it being representative, in rnmy
important respects, of the entire province (agricultural, clhatic, geographic features, economy, etc).
In my discussions with Rural Development Manitoba, 1 have leamed that the planned expansion of the hog
farming industry will most likely impact every R.M. in the province over the next five to seven years.
Before embarking on this expansion of the hog industry however, I believe further study of the social,
environmentill, and econornic factors in hog farming, as they are related to land use, shoufd be camed out.
As a part of this thesis, I pian to conduct a survey of ai1 nual govenunents in the Centnl Region, which
when examined with the litenture on the subject should give some indication as to the sustainability of the
industry. I believe this work will be of interest and possible use by your couricil should hture application
be made to your R.M. for hog barn development.
1 would very much appreciate if as a group, Council would take the tirne to comptete the attached two page
survey of 16 questions and r e t m it to me at your earliest convenience. Although your R.M. has been
indicated on the questionnaire, be assured that this is only for my own record keeping. 1 will not be using
specific names of municipalities in referring to my of the responses you give. 1 can be reached at (204)
864-2909 or at the address below should you have any questions, or through the R.M. of St Francois
Xavier office (fax 8642390) for completed sweys. 1 have also included a stamped self-addressed
envelope for your couvenience. Should there not be sufficieut room to complete m e n answers please
include additional pages as necessary. If you would like to receive a copy of some or al1 of my completed
work, I would be happy to comply when done sometime later thîs summer. Thank-you for your time and
attention, 1d l be in contact in the near future.

Sincerety,

Jeff P k e
Mr J. Pnce, P.Eng.,
409 McKay St,

St Francois Xavier, MB R4L 1A9

LAND USE SUSTAINABILITYFOR HOG BARNS IN THE R.M. OF ST FRANCOIS XAVIER

OUESTIONNAIRE

1. Do you have existing hog operations in your RM?

Yes

No

2.

Are you anvious to attract more hog operations to your R i i

Yes

No

3. Do you have concems with potential Future hog operations?
If yes, pIease list examples of your concems.

Yes

No

Do you have by-laws/procedures for assessing proposed hog operations?

Yes

No

If no, are you considering or will you consider such a by-law/procedure?

Yes

No

Are you satisfied with your cwrent hog barn approval process?

Yes

No

How important are hog barns to developrnent of your RM? VERY 1

2

3

4

5

Are you concemed how future hog operations in your RM might affect
neighbouring RMs?
Yes
If yes, rnight an extrernely adverse reaction to hog barn developrnent from a neighbouring
RiM significantly alter or even cancel a proposed development in your RM?
Yes

NOT VERY

No
No

Are you aware of a provincial government smtegy regarding the increase in
numberke of hog operations in the Province?

Yes

No

if yes, is this strategy important to your RM?

Yes

No

1s monitoring the legislative cornphance (environmental etc) of bog operations
completety the responsibirity of the province?

Yes

No

Yes

No

10. Should rural residents be prepared to 'live' with odour problems h m hog
operations as a h c t i o n of 'living in the country'?

Il. Do you believe your RM has a role to play in resolving potential disputes
between hog producers and rural residents?

12. Does your R M approve hog bans as a conditional use of agricuItural land?
If not by conditional use then by what method?

Yes

No

13. Are there aresis of concern with existing provincial legislation?
Yes
(for example the Environment Act, Planning Act, Farm Practices Protection Act, etc)
If yes, what concerns do you have?

No

14. Have there been difficulties between rural residents and hog producers in your RM? Yes
If yes, identiIj, one or two situations that outline the process used to dea1 with these
difficulties.

15. Do you expect that the process at question 14 wilI change in the next
2 to 3 y e m ? Please explain briefly.

Yes

No

No

N/A

16. If hog operations currentty exist in your RM,what factors were taken into account in
approving thern? PIease use this space to record any additional comments you wish.

Thank you for your co-operation in complethg this survey. Please r e m to Jeff Price at: 409 McKay St,St
Francois Xavier, MB, R4L 1A9, or fax to: R.M. St Francois Xavier 864-2390. Please attach extra pages as
necessary.

